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This thesis studies the demand for electric energy and ways 
of forecasting it, as an aid to the economical design and operation 
of electric power systems. An examination of the nature of 
consumers demands leads to a two part model of the demand. Long 
term growth of demand is shown to be determined by the way 
the numbers of appliances ow11ed by consumers increases, while the 
sho~t term daily, weekly and seasonal demand fluctuations ~esult 
from the way consumers use their appliances. A number of 
forecasting methods utilizing this model are studied. 
The accuracy of a demand forecast influences the amount of 
reserve capacity needed to satisfy a given level of demand with 
a specified degree of r0liability. A criterion is presented which 
determines when a forecttst may be considered sufficiently accurate. 
Sufficient accuracy is defined in terms of minimizing the costs 
of providing the reser~e capacity and of improving the accuracy 
of the forecasts. 
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IN'l'RODUC'l'ION 
A comprehensive model of the load on the New Zealand electric 
p(~er system is the long term goal of the work presented in this 
t.::1esis. This fuodel is to be used for forecasting consumer demands 
for electric energy. 
Electric energy cannot be stored economically in the. amounts 
typical of a power sy~tem and must be generated as required. To 
maintain the quality of the energy supply (i~e. voltage and frequency) 
at predetermined levels the power output of the generating system 
must remain equal to the demand for energy. Output cannot respond 
instantaneously to changes in demand due to restrictions imposed by 
plant parameters (3, 4, 5) or 9 in the worst case, because the total 
generating capacity of the system is exceeded. Demand forecasts 
enable the initiation of adjustments to the system's power output 
before any changes in the demand occur. The lead time of the 
forec~2t should equal, or exceed~ the time required for the particular 
adju::;tment~ 
System operation requires demand forecasts over lead times 
frbm a few minutes to a few days for 
(a) the adjustment of the output of plant already operatingg and 
(b) scheduling the start up of additional generators. 
Forecasts of both demand and energy requirements over lead times of 
several years are used by system planners for scheduling the 
installation of additional planto Thus future system operators 
must operate the system to meet the actual deman~s from the amount 
of generating capacity installed on the basis of these long term 
forecasts. 
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The management of a powe1· system may elect to meet all demands 
for electric energy from consumers or, alternatively, devise controls 
to restrict the demand to soffie desirable value. For example, 
supply authorities in New Zealand control electric water heating 
with the aim of reducing costs to the consumero The procedure 
for designing appropriate 0ontrols is equivalent to forecasting 
the unconstrained demand ~nd then determining the adjustments 
required (6). In this nituation a model of the load is required 
which is able to confirm that a proposed control action will have 
the desired effect. 
Several methods of forecasting demand and energy requirements 
over all lead times h?ve been described in the literature. A 
comprehensive and cri~ical review of these methods is contained 
in chapter 4 of this ~hesis; shoyter reviews are given by Statiton 
and Gupta {1) and Ma~thewman and Nicholson (2)~ All methods require 
a model of the. load Jnd its beha~iour; this may be a time series 
representation of hitJtorical dema.nds or a more complex representation 
of the structure (ol' rules of behaviour) of the load. The best 
forecasts, in a min:..rnum error mmse 9 can only be obtained if the 
model is appropriatJ to the particular load (10 9 11). 
The New Zealan·l power system is c6mposed of a central (state-run) 
generating organiza;ion and 69 autonomous supply authorities (7 9 8)~ 
The central organization generates and sellF electric energy in 
bulk to the supply authorities which·in tu~n ~istribute it to 
individual consumers. At present supply authorities estimate 
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their annual maximum demands and energy requirements in isolation. 
These separate forecasts are then combined to form national forecasts 
which are then used in planning future plant requirements (7 1 8, 9)~ 
In this way specialist local knowledge is introduced into the 
national forecasts; without it there are limits on the detail in 
the ~ational forecasts (11, 17). The literature contains no 
evidence of any study of the New Ze~land load to ensure the models 
in use are appropriate. Such a study forms a considerable part 
of the work presented here. This thesis brings together~ for the 
first time in New Zealand 9 a comprehensive review o~ available 
forecasting methods and a comprehensive ctudy of t~e New Zealand 
load., 
1 .. 2 Definition of Problems Examined in the Thes~.s 
An "overviewfl of the place of a comprehensive load model in 
power system planning and operation is provided in Figure 1~1. 
The actual demand for electric energy results f:r:om the action !Jf 
the environment in which the power system exist''' on the conGumerso 
In general there is a time lag between the occt:. ·~renee of a11 "event 11 
in the environment and a change in the demand :.n response to that 
"event"; this time lag varies between enviromc:ent variables. If 
a known ehvironment is applied to an appropriate model of the load 
then the demand can be forecast over lead time: at least equal to 
Over longer lead times a projected environment must be 
used. 
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The application of an actual or projected environment to the 
load model, resulting in a forecast value of demand 0 is shown in 
parallel with the real world .in Figure 1.1. Information on actual 
and forecast demands is supplied to the generation planning and 
decision processes. These processes determine the amount of 
g :merat:i.on capacity (including reserve) required to ensure the 
forecast demand .will be met with the desired degree of confidence 
(usually of the order of 99e99% (16)); the allocation of reserve 
capacity is discussed in greater depth in Chapter 3. 
Two particular aspects of figure 1.1 are examined in this thesis; 
(a) the modelling of the load and its response to the 
environment, and 
(b) the accuracy with which it is necessary to forecast the 
dem,:mdG 
The way in which the environment determines the demand is 
shown in greater detail in Figure 1.2. Not all environment 
variables have the same effect on the load; in Figure 1.2 these 
variables form two distinct groups; 
(11) those which govern the number of appliances which 
consumers have available for connecting to the 
distribution network (i.eo the potential demand)~ and 
(b) those which determine the way consumers use the appliances 
which they own. 
For th~ majority of appliance types only a few discrete rates of 
energy usage are possible. These are fixed when the appliance is 
In an ideal case? a knowledge of the number of appliances 9 
their types 9 and the way they are used would be sufficient to 
det'ermine the demando 
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The problemH of long and short term forecasting are illustrated 
by Figure 1.2. Short term forecasting (lead times up to a few days) 
is essentially concerned with how consumers use their appliances as~ 
over the usual lead times, the appliance numbers are known and 
ro~atively constant. Provided the way appliances are used remains 
~ubstantially constant over periods of several years the long term 
forecasting problem is essentially the determination of growth in 
appliance numbers. 
To summarize, the principal problems examined in this thesis are 
(a) the modelling of load growth as represented by the growth 
of appliance numbers; 
(b) the modelling of the way these appliances are used by 
consumers,. and 
(c) the accuracy with which it is desirable to forecast the 
demand (and hence how well the models must repres~nt the 
real system)$ 
1. 3 Th~sis Organiz,atioD: ... E.!ld Ch_Epter Summa.!:ll. . 
Each chapter of the thesis is as self-contained as possible, 
consiatent with a satisfactory treatment of the problems. 
chapters build on earlier work with a minimum of references in 
earli~r chapters to later oneso 
thesis is shown in Figure 1.3. 
The basic structure of the 
There are two parallel lines of 
devHlopment. In Ohapter 2 the overall load modelling problem is 
formulated; this leads directly to the discussions of load growth 
in Chapter 5 and of the demand (or way appliances are used) in 
Chapter 6. In parallel with this modelling theme is the discussion· 
of forecasting accuracy in Chapter 3. This is followed by a review 
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of the state of tha art (i.e. load modellin and demand forecasting) 
in Chapter 4o The approaches adopted in Chapters 5 and 6 are 
influenced by this review. Chapter 7 summarizes the principal 
achievements of the thesis and makes recommendations for further worka 
Appendices are used for clerivationsg experimental result;; and a 
certain amount of data which is presented as a sequence (,f diagrams& 
References are listed together at the end of the thesis, in order 
of appearanceo 
Detailed formulation of the modelling problem is the subject 
of Chapter 2. This formulation, following the outline in Figure 
1.2 1 treats the problem in two parts. The first par·c is modelling 
the process governing appliance number growtho ModNlling the 
usage of appl~ances forms the second part. 
In Chapter 5 the load growth process is further divided into 
two parts: 
(a) that which determines consumer numbers 9 and 
(b) that which determines the number of app~iances a 
consumer owns. 
The nature of these processes varies between conlumer types. 
A type of birth and death process is advanced to explain domestic 
consumer numberso Using this model consumer nPnbers can b11 forecast 
for lead times up to about 15 years from known information. This is 
superior to models which require the prior extr<lpolation o:f 
11 indepex~dent 11 variables, for example the "housi·,;g sta.rts" index in thA 
correlation model used by Godard (12). Electrl.cal appliances are 
treated as a sub-class of the class of goods kn0wn in economics as 
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consumer durableso The work of Pyatt (13) ~n models· of the 
accumulation of durables by households is used to develop a model, 
of the growth of a dome~tic consumer's ownership of applianceaG 
Non=domestic consumer numbers cannot be modelled by a simple 
birth and death process as in the domestic case. Neith::r are there 
any useful (for forecasting) rules governing the number )f appliances 
owned by individual consumerso 
Models of appliance usage, which are the subject of Chapter 69 
have been based on day to day changes in the daily loa~ curves. 
These changes reflect day to day vatiations in the way appliances 
are usedo The shape of the daily load curve itself is determined 
by the aggregation of these usage patterns over the day. While 
the model development actually proceeded in an i ter:.ttive fashion 
the chief results only are presented;' a complete J'ecorcl would 
occupy too much space and serve no useful purpose~ 
In the approach adopted here each da;y of th<: week is modelled 
separately, thus avoiding the need for the da.y-ol-week factors etc. 
used, for example~ by Davies (14); this approac~ is equivalAnt to 
the weekly load curve approach used recently by Christiaans~ (10). 
In the results and discussion attention is conf~ned to one par~icular . . 
day of the week - Tuesd~y~ 
The discussion starts with a model of the observed seasonal 
changes in daily load curve shapeo Three daiJ.y load components~ 
the shapes of which are obtained artificially 1 are shown to be 
sufficient to explain the mean seasonal behavi0ur. Witl1 this model 
it is pdssible to generate a sequence of dail~ load curves for a 
complete seasonal cycle knowing only the avera1;e and expected maximum 
(or minimum) daily energy usage for. that seaso,:Lal cycle~ The 
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seasonal movements ate assumed basically r nusoidal in naturea 
A Fourier series representation of the mean seasonal 
behaviour is also discussed. It is shown that an adequate 
representation of the mean behaviour is bbtained using only a 
constant term and the first sine term to represent the integrated 
demand in each daily interval. The Karhunen-Loeve expansion (2,15) 
is also investigated as a model of seasonal behaviour; it turns 
out that it is not suitable for this purpose although it has been 
used in very short term forecasting applications (2). 
In a third model demand is related to the inte~nal temperature 
of buildings and to hours of daylight. A complex non-linear 
relationship between demand and internal temperat11re was first used 
by Davies (14) to model the demand at the time of the daily maxima. 
In Chapter 6 a piece-wise linear relationship ie applied to all 
intervals of the day. The presence, or absenc~, of daylight at 
each daily interval (which is a function of th<! time of the year) 
determines whether a constant block of load~ attributable to lighting 9 
is present or note 
A considerable amount of variation in th~ demand is not 
explained by this model~ Neither can it be 11xplained satisfactorily 
by introducing further weather parameters. It is concluded that 
this variation arises from vagaries of human behaviour and that it 
cannot be reduced without extremely compreheJtsive (and expensive) 
load control measures. This residual vari~~ion sets nn upper limit 
on the achievable demand forecasting accuracy. Considerable 
improvement in weather forecasting accuracy is needed if this upper 
·limit is to be achieved in practice. 
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In Chapter 3 a cri~eriori is derived for determining tho 
accuracy with which it is desirable tci forecast the demand; The 
desirable accuracy minimizes the total cost of allowing for 
uncertainty in the forecast and of making the forecast. Using this 
criterion it is shown that th:~re is no advantage in reducing the 
uncertainty in demand (and en9rgy) forecasts below an amount set by 
plant unreliabilityo 
'l'his criterion also means that forecasting methods must be 
compared on the basis of tho uncertainty in the forecasts at some 
stated confidence level; the amount of spare capacity required to 
ensure the supply achieven the reliability specified by management 
is directly related to this uncertainty. The commonly used measure 
of comparison between methods is the achieved forecasting error (i.eo 
·, 
the difference between forecast value and actual value) (1 9 11, 17); 
this· may lead to mis:ple.ced optimism as to the forecasi;ing accuracy 
of a method and to ins\!.ffici.ent reserve capacity being provided for 
a given reliability r1.'quirement. 
A comprehensive ceview of exL;;ting electric energy forecasting 
methods constitutes C11a:i?ter 4. Methods are .compared bsing the 
uncertainty measure ~arived in Ctapter 3Q The methodology of demand 
and energy forecastL:,g over all lead times is ex<.'.mined critic ally .. 
The considerabJ~ amount of data processing required during this 
project was carried out with the aid of the computer at the University 
of Canterbury (an Il\'1 360/44)., A number of computer programs were 
written to perform ~.Jecific jobs, for example~ the evaluations of the 
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trend extrapolation model, the scaling metho and the Karhunen-Loeve 
expansion method in Chapter 4 and.the regression analysis in Chapt~r 
6. For simplicity these programs employed standard sub-routines, 
where these were available 9 to carry out the required computations, 
e.g. statistical analysis~ regression analysis, eigen val1w evaluation 
and various matrix operations such as inversion. Most programming 
effort was devoted to organizing data for input to these sub-routines-
and to displaying the results of the computations on the l~ne printer 
and on an incremental drum plotter. No new computational techniques 
were developed as such. 
The majority of the data used and some programs relating to its 
input to the computer are described in a Departmental Memorandum, see 
Several other sub-routines*,for displayin~ data on the 
line printer or drum plotter 9 and assembly language versions (for 
increased speed) of standard routines are availabl~ in the Electrical 
Engineering Department Program Library. A number of illustrations 
in this thesis (eGg. Figure 2~2) were prepared us1ng one of these Fortran 
routines which plots a surface a.s sequence of crons· .. sections 
0 
:i.n, the 
The specific nature of the remaindeJ• of the progJ.'a~s 
meant that they would be of no benefit to others, Sufficiunt 
information is given in the text to enable a rea:;onably com;;>~:~tent 
person to program any of the computations descrjtedQ 
"' written in Fortran IV language for the 360/411 computer. 
11 
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CHAPTER 2 
THE NATURE OF THE DEHAND 
2.1 Introduction 
An electric power system supplies electric energy to consumers 
distributed throughout a geoaraphical region which may be a city, 
borough or countye 'l1his ch:tpter discusses the consumers and their 
uses for electric energy. The essential features of their demands 
for electric energy are detarmined. These features form the basis 
for the models of the short and long term time behaviour of the demand 
which are developed in later chapterse The discussion is illustra-
ted by the historical beh~viour of the demand in New Zealand. 
2.2 Classification of Eiectric Energy Consumers 
On the basis of th0ir primary use for electric energy the 
consumers within the rngion may be grouped into four general 
classeso These classes are: 
(1) Domestic co~sumers 
A domestic ~onsumer is a group of people, e.g. a family 9 
living tog·: ther in the same dwelling; c" f $ the household 
of econorni1: theory ( 13 1 19, 20). 
(2) Industria]. consumers 
An indust·.: ial consumer- is an establishment 1 e. g. a 
factory~ ''lhich manufactures, mines or processes a 
particule? good or range of goods for consumption within, 
or export from~ the region$ Energy~ from one or more 
sources, forms an input to the manufacturing process 9 
together Nith labour and raw materials and is used for 
both work, i.e. motive nower, and heat. The energy 
requireme~ts of each.consumer are related to the amount 
of output 9 by some .function of the particular process .. 
(3) Commercial consumers 
A commercial consumer is an establishment trading in 
merchandise or professional services etc. Such estab-
lishments include shops 9 offices, warehouses etc. 
Energy is used for heating, lighting and other services 
related to the premises, e.g. escalators. Energy is 
not, in general, essential to the operations of these 
consumers but is used for staff and customer convenience,. 
(4) Public services 
These consumers provide services to the public such as 
street lighting 9 transport (but not including fossil 
fuelled vehicles) 9 sewage d~sposal etcQ These a:rn, in 
New Zealand, considered socially necessary and are 
commonly operated by. bodies such as city councils. 
Energy requirements are related to the number of people 
served; eego utreet lighting requirements are a function 
of urban road length which is in turn some function of 
the number of urban households~ 
These classes may be further subdivided in particular cases 9 
e.g. Jelinek (21) has subdivided class 1 on the basis of income and 
whether the dwelling is a flat or house etco 
The number of consumers in each class increases with time 
(as some function of the increase in population) and the ratio of 
consumer numbers between classes also changes with time. This 
is illustrated in figure 2.1 for domestic and non-domestic 
consumer numbers in New Zealanda 
15 
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2. 3 The dem.'e.nd for electric ene:cg~ 
2.3o1 Some Terminology 
Consu~ers in all classes reque~t a supply of electric energy 
by connecting appliances to the supply network. These connected 
appliances form the LOAD on the power system. The DEMAND for 
electric ene;egy is the rate at which the load uses elect::·ic energy; 
it is usually measured in units of power, i.e. kilowatts (kW)a 
I 
Demand may be referred to as " 
(a) instantaneous demand which is the rate qf ene~gy 
usage at an instant in time, or 
(b) integrated demand which is the average rate of 
energy usage over a time interval of arb1trary 
length; usually one quarter, one half cr one hour$ 
(22, 23) .. 







~.o D ( t) dt 
T. 
L 
:;::: length of interval in hours 
D(t) :::: instantaneous demand at time 
D. ::; integrated demand over the 
1. 
t1 and 
i th intervt:tl& 
The total a_mount of energy used by the load ove:.· a period ((J 9 T) 
hours is 9 using instantaneous demand 
w 
T 1 D(t) dt 
0 
or using integrated demands 
n 




( 2. 2) 
where n - an integer -~ 1 denoting th~· number of intervals 
of length 't' hours in the f'Jriod (0 9 'I') 
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2.3~2 The variation o£ dem~nd with ti~e 
Each connected appliance cont~ibutes to .the demand~ The 
total demand within the region at a particular ti~e is the sum of 
the demands of all the appliances connected at that time. Define 
A to be the set of all appliances owned by consumers and able to 
be connected at any timeq Not all appliances are necessarily 
connected at time t ; let «t denote a set made up of members of A 
which are actually connected at .time t : c<t C/1.. If j denotes 
a·member of A the total i~stantaneous demand at timet may be 
written as 
D (t) = ~ c. (t) ( 2 ~ l~) J 
j €. ()1, t 
where c . ( t) = demnncl. of member j at time t. 
J 
The magnitude or the demand v~ries in a cyclic manner with 
time of day. The de~and at aparticular time of the day also 
varies with the day r•f week and time of year (2 9 24). In figure 
2.2 the s~ape of th! daily load cycle for different days of the 
week and for consect·;ive weekday average load curves through tho 
year for an urban S1tpply autho:d .. ·cy are shown., 
2.3G3 The number a~d type of the connected appliances 
Any member 0f the set A may, with a few exceptions, 
be connec·~ed or di1;connected a.t any time. /1. aingle appliance 
can be either 1 on 9 1 i.e~ connected, or 1 off 1 , i.e. disconnected, 
at an instant in time (22 9 25). Let M denote the number of 
different types of appliances in A1 ~nd m1 ,i = 1, •• , M~ the 
number of applianc!s of each type. Assume independent use of 
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appliances of each type; this meand that whether an appliance 
is used or not is a function of the Rppliance type but not of 
the consumer owning ito The probability that a type i appliance 




Provided. that tho probability of observing an on-off 
or off-on transition is neglLgible then 
p.(t) + q.(t) "'1 
~ ~ 
The probability that there will be exactly n. appliances 
1 




p ( f)(.t 





q. ( t )) J. 
1 
contains n. type i appliances) = 
l. 
( p. ( t ))n~. 
1 
(2.6) 
The mean and variance of the distribution of possible numbers of 
type i appliances on at time t is given by 
-n. 
J. 





J.. 1 (2.7) 
The contribution of type i appliances to the total demand 
is obtained by weig:Cting the number of connected appliances 
(equations 2.7) by lhe demand of this type of applianceQ For 
single element app] ::.ancE1S, e. gG lights, refrig•:;rators 9 irons~ 
this is merely the 1ameplate rating~ For multiple element 
BP,pliances, e~ge eJ ~ctric ranges~ radiators 9 1Gc. ~ it is necessary 
to know which elemE.1ts are connected at the time 9 and this is 
li~ely to be differunt for each exc:mple of the type& Once the 
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elements an:J nelected by the ,c.onmuner the demand :r·emains constant 
Soma industrial loads, e.g. motors, are exceptions 
as their demand varies in time as a function of the load on the 
motor. However for these and multiple element appliances the 
expected demand when connected may be used (25). The mean and 
nu·ience of the demand from type i appliances becomes 
D. (t) -- m·.c.p. (t) 
~ ~ ~ ~ 
var (D.(t)) = m.;~ p.(t) q.(t) 




- expected demand of type i . appliance, 
·- 1 , • • • , M 
Tho total demand from all types of appliance at time t 
is 
D( t) = 
H 




The form of the distribution cif D(~) is obtained by combining the 
M distributions of equation 2.8. Provided the demands D.(t) are 
1. 
independent and M in sufficiently large the central limit theorem 
may be applied (25 9 26). The distribution of D(t) is then 
appro::.imately normal with mean and vnriance given by 
H 
D(t) r: - (t) (2e10) -- m.c.p. 
i=''j l l. :L 
l~ -2 q. ( t) ·•1ar (D(t)) :: "' m.c. p. ( t) ''"I 1. ). . J. ). 
:i.:~1 
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If the set A does not change with t.~e, i.e. M and m. 
1 
remain constant - which means no growth in ~ppljance numbers, 
and if the c. , i = 1,&~ 1 M? do not change botween consecutive l 
periods of use then the only way for the demand to vary is for 
the p.(t) to vary with time$ 
l.. 
Hence the time sequence of p1(t) has the same sh~pe as 
the time pattern of use of appliances of type i Th1J shape 
of the load curve is formed from the combination of thruse 
appliance usage curveso 
2.3.4 The determinants of appliance usage patterns 
The surroundings and circumstances in which a consumer 
exists~ i.e. the environment 1 determine the way in ~hich a 
consumer uses its appliances. The social, econom5.c and 
climatic aspects of the enviro~ment appe~r to have the most 
influence.,. 
The social environment governs the living and working 
habits of the regional population~ It dete~min1s 9 for example, 
the times of the day when people eat their mealf J watch television 
programmes and go to bed (21, 24 9 27). It als·: dictates t'h.:1t 
the majority of industrial and commercial consu~ers do not 
operate during weekends; thus the on-probabili·~ies of these 
consumers' appliances is a function of the day of the week0 The 
social environment dictates that the probabili~y of an appliance 
being on is a function of the time of the day. 
The economic environment affects the 1e1·e1 of the demand 
for goods and services within the region ( 19~ :·8~ -~~~). An 
increase in this level~ for a fixed population, requires an 
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inc~ease in the amount of production (28). Ini ba1ly this 
increased production is obt~in~d by working plan~ for longer 
hours, thus extending the time for which the on-probability for 
industrial appliances is high. Thus this aspect of the 
e~vironment modifies the basic time-pattern of use determined 
by the social environment. There is no evidence that domestic 
Dppliance use is affected by the economic environment although 
it affects the number of appliances a consumer owns (13, 28, 29). 
The climatic environment directly affects consumers~ 
heating and lighting requirements (14, 30)~ 'l'he seasonal 
decreases in me~n air temperaturei for example 9 increase the 
probability that heating devices will be in use. Similarly 
the increase in hours of darkness increaf3es the period of time 
for which lighting is in use 1 thus madifying the ·time-pattern 
d use of lighting appliances~ 
The social environment· dictates that the probability of an 
appliance being on is a function of the time of the day; the other 
aspects of the environment modify the basic time pattornsj Let 
denot~ the set of enviroriment variables relevant to the use of 
type i appliances. The influence of the environment on D(t) 
may be incorporated into equation 2.10 by treating t as the time 
of day and modifying p,,(t); i.e .. - .L . 
p (type i appliance is on) :::: -~ g. (e. 
). l ' 
t) (2.11) 
The mean and variance of the distribution of D(t) then become 
H 
(t) l~ "" t) D = m.c.g. (e. ' l ~ l l 
M (2.12) 
var ( D( t)) = t -2 tv ' ..., m.c.g.(e. ,t)(1-g.(e. ,t)) 
i::::1 l l l l l l 
.,., 
e· l 
The extent to which any single environment variable 
affects the shape of the daily load c,urvo is determined by the 
number of appliances it can affect~ In particul~r, where a 
load has a large industrial or public service segment the 
influence of the climate is Greatly reducedo This effect is 
illustrated in figure 2.3 which shows monthly average daily 
load curves (weekdays only) against time of year for three NZED 
loads, The first was main1.y domestic with no large industrial 
consumers, the third was mainly domestic but with one large 
industry and the second inuluded railway traction and a large 
public lighting.load (a road tunnel)o 
2o4 §'rowth in En~~~!~(~ 
2.4e1 The demand for etergy from all sources 
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To the consumer£. electricity is merely a source of energy, 
tho~gh with some uniquJ features such as ease of control and clean-
liness in use. Alt,:rnative sources which a consumer may choose 
for a particular appJ ·,cation include coal, oil and gas. The 
factors which a cons1 1.ner considerr~ when mal{ing the choice may be 
summarized as (13, 2:., 31, 32): 
(a) relative cost of the alternatives, 
(b) availab~lity and ease of use of alternatives, 
(c) .relativ~ efficienciesg and 
(d) consume,. tastes and preferences (which may be 
influeaced by advertising and social pressures 
(27, 3;~))o 
This list is not exhaustive and the weighting given each factor 
varies between diffel.'ent consumers •. As. a consequence of. this 
competition between energy sources electricity supplies only a 
portion of the regional energy requirementso 
The percentages of Ne~ Zealand 9 s total energy require-
ments met by coal, gas, elecl;ricity and o:i.l for the :,rears 1950~ 
1967 are shown ~n figure 2~~. In some applications there is 
only one commercially feasitlc source, e.g. oil for motor 
vehicles. Thus the considerable increase in motor vehi~le 
numbers in this period has contributed disproportionately to 
the oil share; in 1967 muter vehicles used nearly half of the 
oil (29)., 
2. L~ <•2 H:i.storice.l growth of electric energy usage 
The am0unt of electric energy'used annually in New 
Zealand is increasing :tpproximately exponentially at a rate 
This figure 
alGa shows the ~nnua] half hourly maximum demand is growing in a 
similar way at a sim·.lar rateo 
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In the period co~ered by figure 2.5 the population has 
also grown but at a Lower rate; approximately 2% per annum (33). 
An increase in the number of households (domestic consumers) has 
accompanied the -popitlation inc;ceaseo This is shown in figure 
2o1o The average Jtumber of people per household has decreased 
in this time reflol~ing tendencies for young people to leave 
home at an earlier 1ge and for young married couples to torm 
households of their own rather than live in the family home (33)o 
This increase in popul~tion has increased the demand for 
consum~r goods and services~ 'Together with a steady increase 
in the level of industrial activity this has meant an increase 
in non-domestic consuwer numbers, see figure 2.1. The rl3. te of 
i :tcrease of these consumer numbers has been greater than that 
of domestic consumer numbers as a result of increased emphasis 
un an industrial base for the national economy (29 9 33)o 
These increases in consumer numbers cannot alone explain 
the observed increases in annual energy usage. This means that 
the average energy usage per consumer has also increased in this 
period 9 as show~ in figure 2~7· Three hypotheses can be 
advanced to explain the increases in average energy usag~: 
(a) the annual energy usage of newly formed consumers 
exceeds that of consumer~ already in existance 1 
which remains constant~ This appears to apply 
particularly to factories etc where it is difficult 
to increase anergy usage without extensive changes 
to plant and working hours (29); 
(b) there is an increase in consumers' usage of existing 
appliances~ This occurs if more overtime, for 
example, is worked. In the domestic sector there 
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is increasing reliance on electricity rather than coal 
fires for heating the home; e.g. in the 1961 census 
9o9~& of households claimed 11 mainly electric heating" 
and this figure increased to 38~6% in the 1966 census 
(33). This means that existing electric radiators 
etc are likely to get more usea 
(c) 'rhcre is an increase in the number of appliances 
owned nnd used by consumers. In Table 2.1 the 
numbers of various domestic appliances sold during 
the years 1958-1967 are shown. This data shows a 
marked increase in the number of electric radiators 
sold about the ye~rs 1961-1962. Huch of this 
increase refleeLs the increased reliance on 
electricity for home heating observed in the census 
figures. Fur~hermore there has been an increase in 
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the percentagm of households with all electric cooking 
as the follo•,, ine; census figures show ( 3L~): 
1956 - 56.9?:;; 1961 ~ 68.,8?6; 1966 -?8.6% 
Annual sale:3 of all the appliances in Table 2~ 1 are 
~~ughly tw~ce the increase in domestic consumer numbers 
which suguests many sales are for replacement purposes 
and D or 9 :nany households own several appliances of om) 
t.y pe • 
The above dic:r:u~;sion indicates that all thrt::e hypotheses are 
true, at least in pE.rt. Unfort',ma.tely there is a lack of data 
to confirm them sat·.sfactorily I. 29). It is clear, however, that 
two processes contr~bute to the growth in annual energy usage: 
(a) the inc~ease in population and level of 
industrLal activity and 
(b) the :i.nc:rease in the average energ-;r uaage of 
consum<:rs~ which arises from the :3.ccl1mulation of 
appliaHces by domestic consumers and from increases 
:Ln tho ,Jize of new industrial plant.o 
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2.5 Summ~ 
The demand of the system load has been shown to be the sum 
of the demands of all the connected appliances. Of the set A 
of all appliances owned by consumers only a subset «t is connected 
r1t any time te The variation of demand with time reflects changes 
i.n both the set A and the subset o«. t " · 
For short periods of time~ e.g. one or two months~ the set A 
may be assumed constant. The shape of the daily load c~rve is 
then determined by the daily time sequence of probabilities that 
different types of appliances are connected. These probabilities 
are functions of the time of day and the environment in which the 
consumer exists" 
Over longer periods oftime9 e.g. six months to several years~ 
consumers purchase additional appliances. Increases in the 
re~ional population and the demand for goods and services within 
the region result in increases in the number of consumers, both 
domestic and non-domestic. Both these factors increase the 
numbe·t• and type of membars of the set A • Consequently, the 
level of demand at corresponding times in consecutive years 
incr<:~ases as does the amount of energy used annually9 
A comprehensive model of the demand for electric energy thus 
haE; two parts. Tho first models the process which chooses the 
subt3et Ol.t of the set of all a.ppliances and hence the short term 
variation of demand~ The second models the process which increases 
the number and type of appliances which consumers own and hence the 
growth of demand and energy usageo 
The next chapter examines the faithfulness with which these 
processes need ba modelled 9 
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Annual sales of consumer appliances (OOO!s) 
Type Yc1.1.r 
__ , 
1958 l- 9 160 '6·1 162 '63 164 '65 '66 '67 '68 ;> 
Electric ranges 29 35 33 38 42 38 40 L~4 50 52 47 
Refrigerators 63 51 50 56 4L~ 38 54 53 61 73 73 
Radiators 35 51 1}7 89 155 "136 152 218 222 213 220 
Washing machines 3? 36 38 48 L~o 40 42 46 47 51 Lj.lt 
Toasters 29 3L~ 32 52 61~ L~L~ 62 83 67 64 75 
Irons (,' 20 35 59 53 I} 3 78 82 67 63 67 
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DESIRABJ_jE ~10DELLING AND 
F'OI~ECAS'riNG ACCURACY 
3.1 Introduction 
The accuracy required oJ.' a model of the behaviour of the 
demand is determined by the ~se to which the model is to be put; 
in this case forecasting future electric energy requirements. 
The supply of electric energy to the consumers must achieve, or 
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exceed 9 a minimum level of reliability specified by management(16 9 35)~ 
Because equipment is not completely reliable and forecasts are not 
completely accurate some spare capacity or additional fuel storage 
must be provided to cover contingencies such as plant failure or 
forecast error (36)o Spare capacity is~ by nature~ at least 
·, 
partly unproductive anrl represents a cost which management attempts 
to ~inimize while mairltaining an acceptable level of reliability. 
If demrmd 1 or ennrgy~ forecasts were more accu:·.nate less spare 
would be needed to allow for forecasting errors. Improvements 
to available fore cas Ling methods -~ave been directed toward 
reducing errors, or •)btaining mO'i'e comprehensive forecasts ( 1) .. 
The performance of E. forecasting method is measured by the errors, 
i.e. actual value minus forecauted value, achieved over a number 
of experimental forucasts. The distribution af errors is then a 
measure of the "goc,lness 11 of the method$ The method chosen from 
those available fox a particular application is the one which 
performed with the Least error (in some sense) over a number of 
experimental foreca,>ts ( 1, 17)., 
Improvements to forecas.ting procedures cost· money$ No 
criterion appears to exist which determines whether a method is 
sufficiently accurate for the proposed application. In this 
Ghapter such a criterion is proposed. The basis for the 
criterion is whether the uncertainty in the forecast is small 
tmough for the management target to be met. It is then shown 
that there is no advantage in improving demand forecasting 
accuracy, i.e. reducing the uncertainty, beyond limits set by 
plant unreliability and the level of reliability specified by 
management. Although the argument is developed primarily in 
terms of demand forecasts, i.e. of kilowatts, it may also be 
applied to energy forecasts as is pointed out in various places 
in the discussione 
3. 2 T_lle Criterion of .S~~ .. fficient Accur~ 
3.2.1 A measure of forecast uncertainty. 
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The error in a demand (energy) forecast can only be 
deter~ined after the true demand (energy) value is known (36, 37)D 
It is unlikely that fu~ure demands can be forecast with zero error 
in :::tll cases. Consequently at the time when the forecast is made 
there is some uncertainty about what the true value will be. 
The future demand may be written 
D :::: Df + v 
where Df = expected (forecast) value of demand in future 
v = uncertainty. 
The uncertainty is assumed.to be distributed in some way with 
zero mean and variance 2 r::rv 
To ensure that the risk of not meeting the demand (36, 38) 
is acceptably small it is necessary to provide additional 
~enerating capacity to allow for this uncertainty. Therefore 
a demand forecast should be accompanied by an estimate of the 
uncertainty such as upperj and lower 9 limits at some stated 
level of confidence (39)o Ideally the form and paramet~rs 
of the distribution of the probable demand is forecast. 
Let v be the magnitude of the uncertainty at the z % z 
confidence level and let GT be the total capacity (including 
an allowance for uncertainty G ~ 0) provided to meet the v 
demand; i.e., 
and let G = v v z 
When the plant is completely reliable the probability (or RISK) 
of not meeting the demand in full is 
RISK = p (D > Gr,) ::: p (D > Df + v ) (303) l. z 
;:::: j_ 2 ( 1 ~'I 1{5o) for a symmetrical distribution~ 
The confidence level z is chosen to make RISK acceptable to 
management., 
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3.2e2 A Minimum Cost Criterion of Sufficient Accuracy. 
Management also requir~s that the ~ystem be planned 1 dr 
operated, in the most economical way. Reserve capacity is, by 
nature, unproductive and represents a cost which must be borne, 
&nd later recovered, in some way. This cost arises from fuel 
''wasted n in providing spinning reserve or from idle capital 
:Lnvestment. Provided that the least costly method of obtaining 
a given reserve capacity is used this cost will not increase as 
the amount required decreases (curve (a) in figure 3.1)o 
Furthermore it tends to zero as the reserve capacity tends to 
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To minimize the reserve requirements the uncertainty? at the 
specified confidence level~must be reduced. This requires 
additional forecasting data, or additional processing of that· 
al~eady available 9 or both; hence an increase in costs 0 A 
reduction in uncertainty will, therefore~ be accompanied by an 
increase in the cost of the forecasto If a completely different 
f.orec:lSting method is required the cost may rise abruptly. 
Unce~tainty about future demand levels can be eliminated almost 
completely if all loads are controlled 1 which is clearly very 
exp;:nsi ve., Provided that the least costly method of forecasting . 
to a given amount of uncertainty is used the cost of forecasting 
will increase as the uncertainty decreases (curve (b) of figure 
3~1) .. 
The total cost of the uhcertainty is the sum of the costs of 
forecasting and of providing the necessary dllowance (curve (~) 
of figure 3.1)Q There is no advantage in decreasing the 
uncertainty if this sum ceases to decrease. The criterion of 
<:mffic ient accuracy is then: 
"A forecast·is sufficiently accurate when a further 
reduction in the uncertainty, at the specified 
confidence level 1 is not accompanied by a 
reduction in the total cost of that uncertainty. 11 
When plant is completely reliable this criterion specifies 
the amount of reserve required if the supply is to achieve the 
desired level of reliability in the most economical way. From 
figure 3.1 the total cost curve is a ~inimum at vz = v~ , 
giving G = v' v z To achieve a specified RISK of, say, 0.001 
requires, from 3.3, that z ~ 99.8%o The uncertainty may 
reasonably be assumed no~mally distributed (14, 38~ 40). Hence 
from tables of the stan,.1,ard normal distribution it is seen that 
,,, ~ 
' 99 •. 8 ·~ c:r v 
Note that with G held constant an increase in z (reduction in 
v 
RISK) requires a reduction in cr v · . 
3o3o1 Plant outage reserveso 
Plant is not completely reliablee Some rbserve capacity is 
therefore provided to reduce the risk of not meeting the demand 
due to plant outage to an acceptable value. In fact, for many 
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years plant outage was the only factor considered in reliability 
calcula.tions (36, 38). Assume the forecast demand is certain to 
occur, i.e. D = Df' vz e 0 for all z, and a set S of generators 
is scheduled to meet it. In this context 11 scheduled 11 refers to 
daily generation scheduling or scheduling of installation 
of new generator~, as appropriate. The total capacity of this 
set is 
( 3. 4) 
iE: s 
where ~i - maximum capacity of generator i. 




Let s denote the qth subset of the set s, such that the total 
q,j 





' q ::: 'l,' 2o•eo1 Qt J 




having a capacity G .• 
J 
Also, j :::: 1, ••• 9 n 1 7 where n denotes the 
number of different values of G. possible. 
J 
The G . are ordered such that 
J 
••• G I 1 > 
n -
( 3. ?) 
A failure to meet the forecast demand in full occurs when any 
actually available set of generators, s ., has a generati(1n capacity 
qJ 
Using the Loss-of-Load Probability Techniqu0, (12), 
, Q. n J 
RISK 1 :: r: <L: 11 pi Tf. < 1 P:\)) (3.8) 
j=k q=1 i4 s . iE: 6 qj qJ 
where p. =probability that generator i is not avai~able, and 
~ 
k = a number sueh that G. ~ Df for j = 1 ' 0 I 0 I k-1 and J 
Gj < Df fo;t' j - k, I • 4 ' n' 
Sufficient reserve, G
0
, must be available to mainta:Ln RISK 1 at an 
acceptable' value while all members of the seo; S a:.·e in operation. 
(Some degradation of RISK 1 will occur after the fo1·ced outage of a 
member) .. This is the minimum amount of reserve Japacity that can 
be provided, regardless of the forecasting accura·:y? if the luvel 
of reliability is to be acceptable. Furth~rmore the cos~ 
associated with G forms an irreducible lower bocid on the co.st of 
0 
reserve capacity (curve (a) of figure 3.2). 
3.3.2 Combined plant outage and uncertainty resc~rves. 
This plant outage reserve, G , is requirc~d as such for 
0 
only a portion of the time (e.g •. if RISK 1 ~ 0.(•)1 the full amount 
is required no more than 0.1% of the' time). When it is not all 
required to cover plant outag~ it can be usei as an allowance for 
uncertainty. It will not be necessary to provide additional reserve 
to cover the uncertainty if the whole of the required allowance can 
be obtained from G without increasing the risk to an unacceptable 
0 
value. Hence the uncertainty at the z% confidence level must 
satisfy. 
v z G 0 (3.9) 
The expression for the probability of not meeting ~he demand 
in full now becomes 
' Qj n 
RISK2 = t p(D ) G.) <f. 11 Pi Tf J 
j=1 q:'l i~ :\ qj ie 
For normally distributed uncertainty with 
v :::: 
z K • cr z v 
















Changes in the risk due to using the plant outag1) reserve addition-
ally as an uncertainty allowance are thus a func cion of cr and'l v 
hence, the confidence level z. 
From. equations 3.10 and 3.11 an upper bound on :r 1 and a corresponding v 
lower bound on z~- can be establislfed i·f lUSK2 is to be acceptable 
for a given set S of geherators and a given plant outage reserve 
G o 
0 
3o3•3 A minimum reserve criterion of sufficient accuracy 
When no separate allowance for uncertainty is provided its 
cost is zero and the cost of the total amount of reserve provided 
remains constant as v increases (curve (a) of figure 3.2). z 
However RISK2 increases with v with a constant amount of reserve. z 
At some value of v ( == v" ) RISK 2 reaches an accept3-b1e value; z z 
thereafter additional reserve is required. From thiu point the 
cost of the total reserve, i.e. the sum of the plant outage reserve 
and this additional reserve, inc).'eases· with v ( cun·e (b) of . z 
figu:r;-e 3.2). Provided the cost of forec~sting (cu~ve (c) of 
figure 3o2) is small at v = v" ) the sum of thes;; costs is a z z 
minimum at v" • z There is then no advantage in re·iucing v below z 
an amount equivalent to the minimum plant outage reserve G • 
0 
If the forecasting cost~ are not relatively 3mall the total 
cost curve reaches a minimum at some v > v" • 
Z· Z 
In this caue 
the reserve capacity provided· is equivalent to v:; and therf! is 
no advantage in reducing the uncertainty below tl1is larger amount. 
3. 4-_ Criteria for System Reli.:.t bi lit 
From equation 3.10 and using the criteria. uf sufficient 
accuracy the accuracy with which it is desirabl<· to forecast 
may be determined numerically, provided an acce1table level of 
risk is specified. At present t,here ·is no· general rule available. 
for specifying what lev~l of risk is acceptable to management (40~ 
In practice acceptable levels have been·found by 
inserting the reserve capacities found satisfactory from 11xperience 
into expressions such as equation 3.10 (16, 38, 40 9 41). This 
has resulted in, for short term applications, probable c:1'.ortage 
of capacity occurrences of from 0.001 to 0.0001 per hour (40) 9 
while for long term applications a probable shortage of ca~acity 
on 0.2 to Oo02 days per year appears·satisfactory (41). These 
figures do not say a shortage will occur, merely that it is 
probable that so many will be experienced in a given period of 
timeo 
By itself a RISK measure gives no indication o.·:· the severity 
of a failure to meet the demand. It is possible that frequent 
outages, small in terms of the amount of capacity short, can be 
handled by operating the system at reduced voltag~ and freq~ency. 
Consequently attempts have been made to find more meaningfu~ 
measures of unreliability, such as in the ext ens:. ve work by Rin.glee 
et.al. (43, 44) on the frequency and duration of :·utages. The 
expected magnitude of an outage may also be used as this gives 
a direct measure of the magnitude of the correc1ive action, e.g. 
load shedding 1 required if an outage occurs., Donating the magnitude 
of an outage by u and the probability of its 1: ccurrence by p( u) ~ 
the expected magnitude of an outage 9 when it oc:urs, is given by 
. E { u} 
co 
= J u]iil(u) du 
0 
(3.12) 
where J p( u) du -· 1 
C) 
A derivation of the expected magnitude of an outage based on 
equations 3~10 and 3.12 is gi~en in Appendix A. 
These measures do not solve the problem of deciding how much 
reserve capacity is needed in a particular situation; they merely 
form a basis for comparing differing amounts of reserve~ .Whether 
a particular amount of reserve gives satisfactory (to the consumers) 
reliability must be determined, at present~ by experiment. If 
consumers complain then mnnagement must specify a higher level 
of reliability, which means·more reserve and increased costso 
This process may continu0 for ever; as consumers become 
accustomed to a higher ~evel of reliability they will complain 
about smaller and smaller disruptions to the supply ( ·'16). 
Theoretically, it is p.::ssible to equate the cost of ;•eserve to 
the cost of a di.sruptj 'Jn of the supply and hence find a minimum 
cost solution to the Jiroblemo Pr~ctically, there are extreme 
difficulties in adequ~tely determining the· cost of ~ failure to 
meet the demand~ exce~t in a few very special cases (45)o 
Consequently thfl traditional criteria for determining the 
amount of reserve re·J.uired must nt:i.ll be used. These give 
reserve margins: 
(a) as a fixed percentage of the load, or 
(b) equivalent to the capacity of the largest 
Combinations of both may be used together with a probability 
analysis (36, 46, 47)o 
In the following sections the numerical evaluation of 
sufficient accuracy based on traditional reserve criteria is 
discussed for short and long term demand forecasts. 
3.5 Accuracy of ~hort Term Demand Forecast 
3.5.1 Purpose of short term demand forecasts and 
minimum lead timeo 
The demand varies continuously throughout the day. Generation 
capacity to meet it is effectively variable only in d13crete stepso 
There is a time lag~ which varies with the type of plhnt, between 
H generator being started and its coming "on load 11 • On the basis 
of the short term demand forecast generation is schnduled for 
starting so that sufficient capacity, including spiHning reserve 9 
is available when required. This spinning reservf is generally 
allocated to a number of machines either strategic3lly or in 
accordance with costs (16, 46). Any generation e:•:lH~dule may \)e 
updated on the basis of revised demand forecasts l'covided there 
is still time to start up extra generators. Sho:: ·1; term fore c:asts 
must~ therefore, achieve the desirable accuracy o1:er lead times not 
less than this starting timeo 
Short term random excursions of the demand al JUt that forecast 
are met by the spinning reserve. However, persi3tent trends away 
from the forecast, e.g. as a result of changed wettther conditions, 
49 
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can only be met by starting up extra plant. The warning required 
for such action varies from a few minutes for hydro or gas turbine 
pl!mt up to 12 hours for thermal plant. Unscheduled starting of 
adiitional thermal plant in particular is to be avoided if possible 
bucause of high starting costs~ 
3.5.2 Spinning reserve requirements 
With insufficient spinning reserve undesirable system 
behaviour 1 e~g. instability, unacceptable frequency drops etc., 
may follow the sudden loss of generating capacity which accompanies 
a forced outage. Load shedding may be necessary if such behaviour 
is to be corrected, or complete system collapse may follow. For 
small magnitude outages it may be acceptable to operate the system 
at reduced voltage and frequencya 
Outage conditions~ i.e. Gj ( GT ) in the short term case 9 
exist only until the failed generator(s) can be replaced or 
repaire:do (Replacement is normally faster than repair). The 
probability p. 9 of sec\;ion 3o3o1 9 that generator i ,ieS 1 is J. 
forced out of service is interpreted as the "unreplaced outage 
= X • ~ 
where x = frequency of forced outages (occurrAnces per hour), 
and 
~ = mean time to replac~ment (hours) 
Typically for hydro x is about 0.0001 - 0.0005 failures per hour 1 
independent of capacity (48). Replacement times are much less 
than one hour giving p. about 0.0001 or less. 
J. 
For thermal plant 
x vsrLes with plant size from about 0.0005 up to 0.002 for large 
new plant (l~9). With replacement times of two or more i1ours "1) 
i 
can vary from about 0.00'1 to 0.01 in the case of very large new 
genera torso 
In Hew Zealand the management criterion for spinning reserve 
is that sufficient be provided to avoid shedding load in at least 
the more probable outage condit~ons. This is similar to many 
other cases (16, 50)o In pra.ctice 11 more probable" has usually 
been interpreted as the probab:tli ty of forced outage of any one 
generating unito The probability of any one unit failing is of 
order pi 1 while the probability of two units failing simultaneously 
is of order p,2. 
J. 
Hence one unit failing is 11 more probable" than 
the simultaneous failure of two units by a factor ( 1/p.). For 
~ 
hydro plant this factor is ~f order 10)000 1 dropping to about 1000 
for thermal plant3 
3.5.3 Evaluation of desirable forecasting accuracy. 
Clearly it is difficult to evaluate the risk of not meeting 
the demand~ and hence cc:r1pare reserve schemes.~ without reference 
to a particular system. For the purposes of illustration consider 
the simple hydro system of figure 3,3 and table 3.1; this is based 
on that of the South If:land of New Zealand. Plotted in figure 
3.4 are the results of calculations of the risk of not meeting in 
full forecast demands varying from 1080 HW to 960 i·IW when all 
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generators are schedu]•ld to operate, i.e~ GT = 10[:\0 11W 101.nd G
0 
varies 
from 0 to 120 MW. C1,rvo (a) shows the variation in risk assuming 
the forecast demands nre certain to occur .. ioe~ 'If = 0 for all z,. ., z 
The curves (b)~ (c) and (d) are evluations of RISK
2 
(equation 3.10) 
for three values of z 1 the confidence level on the distribution of 
v, and with 
'! G z 0 
::: GT - Df 
= I< . cr z v 
The three curves are plotted for values of K = 3, 4, 5. 
z 
Assuming the uncertainty is normally distributed these correspond 
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to levels of confidence of 99.75%, 99.992% and 99.9998% respectively~ 




== max (g.) ~ i E S 
J. 
then the acceptab:J_e risk of not meeting the demand .nu.st ~ from figure 
3.4 7 be less than 6 x 1o-4, otherwise less spinninu reserve could 
have been used~ Now if G is to be used additiorully to cover 
0 
forecast uncertainty RISK2 (equation 3~10) must a~so be less than 
6 x '10~4. To achieve this K must have a value .;f about 1+, 'Jr 
z 
greater; see figure 3.4~ 
Hence in the absence of an analytic method of determird.ng a 
satisfactory level of· risk the following stateme.:t can be made 
about the accuracy of short term demand forecast~; 
11A short term demand forecast is sufficiently accurate if 
thF uncertainty 1 at a confidence level of about 99~99% or 
greater 1 is equivalent to the capacity of the largest 
gc:11erator in operation. 11 
3.6.1 The purpose of long term demand forecasts. 
The installation of extra generating capacity to meet the 
annual increase in maximum demand is planned, i.e. is scheduled, 
on the basis of the long term demand forecas~. The installed 
capacity should be sufficient to meet the expected maximum demand 
and provide any necessary spinning reserve. The generating 
capacity margin set at the planning stage fixes the available 
capacity, and hence the operating margin at the time of peak 
demand 1 for several years into,the future~ 
3.6.2 Installed capacity reserve margins. 
When estimating the long term risk of not being able to 
meet the demand in full the probability ~. is interpreted as 
~ 
the pr0bability that generator i is not available for us~as 
distinct from the probability that it will be forced out of 
service~ A generator is not available for use when it is being 
maintained either on~ planned basis or on an emergency basiso 
Plarmed maintenance is normally done during periods of light 
load, i.e. during tl~ summer in New Zealand, and 8onsequently at 
the time of maximum demand all generators are ideally available 
fo:c service. Consequently p. may be taken as the probability 
~ 
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that generator i is on forced outage at the time it is required~ 
The probability that the demand will not be met is thus a measure 
of the risk that there will be ihsufficient installed capacity at 
the time of maximum demand (41)~ 
Typically hydro plant is on forced outage 0.25% to 0.5% of 
the time (48). This figure is higher for thermal plant, being 
up to 10% kor large new plant (49, 52)o 
As the largest generators in a power system are usually also 
the newest they arej in general 1 more likely'to be on forced 
outage at the time of maximum demand. Furthermore, at this 
time 9 all generators will be scheduled for operation and hence 
it is not possible to start up more plant9 Consequently tha 
installed reserve c~pacity is 9 as a minimum, equivalent to the 
capacity of the largest instal~ed generator (16~ 46~ 52). In 
New Zealand the aim is to maintain an installed reserve equivalent 
to the capacity of the twa largest thermal machines 1 but this is 
not always possible (51). 
3o6.3 Desirable long term forecasting accuracya 
When the installed reserve capacity is equivalent to the 
capacity of the largest generator the probability of not being 
able to meet the full· demand is again of order (p.) 2 • A 
•1 
probabilitY that the demand will not be met in full, about once 
in twenty years 1 appears to be a commonly accepted level of 
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reliability (41~ 49)o The·addi~ional use of the installed reserve 
to cover forecast uncertainty shoul~ not increase the risk above 
this figure. Hence the confidence level on the forecast, z, 
should be about 95% 1 assuming normally distributed uncertainty. 
The following 8tatement can therefore be made about the 
accuracy of long term demand forecasts: 
11There is no additional gain from reducing the uncert.:J.inty 
at a confidence level of about 95%, below an amount 
equivalent to the capacity of th~ largest generating 
unit in the system." 
This accuracy must also be achieved over a minimum learl time 
equivalent to the time required to install new genera~ing plant~ 
normally two or more years$ 
3.7~1 A criterion of desirable accuracy of energy usage forecastso 
Energy usage forecasts determine, at the plllnn:i.ng stage 1 the 
amount o:f plant and water storage required in hydJ'O systems· or the 
plant mixture in hydro/thermal systems. The seauonal nature of the 
water inflow pattern dic.tates that an "energy baJance" be obtu.ined 
over one seasonal cycle (occasionally two for laJ'ge :r•~servoir·s) q 
For convenience the length of this cycle is take:~ as one yeux· ( 365 
clays)~ This is a fixecl 9 and known~ length of L.me for planning 
purposet:;. 'l'his !!energy balaneen is achieved b;y storing wat.~)r in 
sub-periods.j e.g. months, when inflow is high ard. energy twage low 
(summer) and releasing extra water in the winteJ' when the opposite 
occurso 
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'['his "energy be. lance 11 :Ls illustrated in figure 3. ).,. 'rhe 
predicted energy requirements in each sub-period (curve (a)) are 
met fro~ the available inflow (curve (b)) and the accumulated stored 
water (curve (c)). Any error in the energy usage forecast will 
result in the accumulated surplhs being used at a greater rata 1 
if the forecast is lowg or will increase the accumulated ~urplus 
if the forecast is high. An error in the annual energy-11sage 
forecast must be met from the net surplus of water over the year. 
This is obtained from excess inflow, plus any accumulatei stored 
water during the year plus any surplus from the previous year., . 
Additional water storage is provided in hydro systems ~o that 
surplus water from "normal flow" years can be stored e.nd used in 
years when conditions are such that probable minimum flows occur, 
to ensure cont.inui ty of 1c:;upply., 
A criterion of desirable aceuracy for annu.al ertergy usage 
forecasts is then: 
11There is no additional gain from rodu-:;iP..g the tmcerta.inty 
in the annual energy usage forecast 1 at a spucified con-
fidence level~ beloy1 that amount of eneTgy ohtcd.nG.hle from 
the net surplus o.f water, integrated ove:c thu year~ 
available when water inflows reach their pr(lbable minimum. 11 
In this context "probable minimum" means the low.;.r. confidence 
limit on the distribution of water inflowsa 
3.7o2 Availa.ble energy forecasts and the a.ccuracy of 
energy usage forecastso 
In any particular period of time an estimate of the amount of 
energy which will be available is obtained from the forecaHt inflow 
patternst in conjunction with Lhe available storage. There is 
uncertainty about how much ene~gy will be available. It is of 
interest to determine the effect of this uncertainty on the desirable 
accuracy of energy usage forecasts. _Tho energy usage forecast is 
assumed to have a probabilitJ density function Pr(W); P (W) is the 
a 
available energy density function. The probability that the 
available energy W is lese than some value w1 is a 
The probability that the required energy lies between w1 and 








{ Pr(W 1 ) dW 1 
This result holds foJ' energy forecasts over any time intervaL, 
The two distributions may be assumed normal in many situational 
:Le. P (W) 
r "' n ( {A t ' r 
p r W) 
a ' 
Hence equation (3.16) may be written as 
co 
P(VJ > W ) - J --1--




0 ,~ ""l\)f~tl' .r.,d;l'11g· X ( 11/ /' )' I-u '"' l ~ ~_,~ - I 1 ~ . ·"'~ r \._/ r equation (3.17) becomes 
P(VJ > W ) 
X' a 
where o - o- I r:r J~' r a 
2 
X 
exp( ·~ 2 ) erf ( If 
X 
+{!J) d X 
In figure 3P6 the Jrobahility thai:: energy requirements exceed 
that available is p1ot 1;ed against ~( for several va.lues of /3· 
Note that c:r and cr are measures of the devia.tions from the 
r a 
respective means and t;ms a measut'e of the uncertainty in the 
associated forecasts. When the mean values occur the quantity 
( 1u r - f-.l. a) repres,~nts the amount of excess energy required (if 
) )A ) 
a 
or which may be s to:ced (if 
Figure 3&6 indic.Jtes that for a given P(W > W ) as ?f 
:e a 
decreases then / (3 j can be decreased~ This means the available 
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water c~n be utilized more efficiently~ The curves also show there is 
no lower, lind t on tl and hence on cr r but there is a lower lim:i.t on 
J PI . For a 10% risk of failure to supply the full amount of energy 
req1-'.ired this li.mit is a little .less than 2. To achieve this risk 
levu). with jpj = 2 then 0' r < There is a maximum 
limit on the uncertainty in the energy forecast, for a given separation 
of the distributions, but no lower limit in the same sense as in the 
poak demand case$ 
A criterion of sufficient accuracy for forecasts of demand and 
energy usage has been described. Sufficient accuracy has been 
defined in terms of the cost of the spare capacity required to ensure 
that the risk of not meeting the demand, or of being unable to meet 
energy requirements,is less tha? some value eyecified by management. 
It has been shown, us1ng this criterion, that there is no 
advantage in reducing the uncertainty in the demand forecasts~ at a 
specified confidence level 1 below an amount equivalent to either the 
largest generator in opA~ation (for short term forecasts) or the 
largest generator installed (for long term forecasts)~ A simple 
example was used to illustrate the argument in the short term demand 
case .. 
A separate criterion was obtained for the desirable accuracy of 
energy usage forecasts. This was in terms of the amount of surplus 
water available. The effect of uncertainty in forecasts of the 
amount of water available on the deGirable accuracy of energy usage 
forecasts was discussed. 
These criteria imply that the amount of uncertainty in a 
forecast is known~ or can be es.tirna ted. In the next charter several 
common forecasting methods are discussed from the point or view of 
determining the uncertainty., 
Costs of 
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UNITS 
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CHAPTER 1+ 
~HE STATE OF THE ART 
4o1 !Mtroduction 
Many methods have been developed for forecasting the demand for 
elnctric energy (1.2). Most have been tailored to a particular power 
system~ This chapter critically reviews the major methods in use at 
present~ Some methods which have been proposed but not used 
e~tensively are mentioned. 
As the demand for electricity is a non-deterministic process 
no method can hope to foreca5t future deman4s exactlyo Thot•efore 
this chapter pays particular attention to the estimation of uncert-
ainty in forecasts made using the methods discussed. 'l'he viewpoint 
taken here is that a forecast for which estimates of the uncertainty 
are given is to be preferred over one for which these estimates are 
not available (4)o 
Examples of the major forecasting methods are discussed under 
three headings; 
(~) Long term forecasting methods 8 
(b) Weather-load models, and 
(c) Short term forecasting for system operation. 
Long term forecasts, ioe. those over lead times of one or more 
years 1 ar'i? used .prima:t:ily for system planning. Over these lead times 
the most significant feature of the load is its growtho rrhus models 
of the growth process form the basis of all long term forecasting 
methods~ whether for forecasting annual o1aximum demand or annual energy 
usage0 
Weather-load models have been used for ohort term, i.e. lead 
times up to one year, demand forecasting (2 1 14 1 30) and for 
11expla:ining 11 fl1~1d-;uations in the historical rec<n·d of anmw.l maximum 
demand (')'('il ':>9)& GonsumerR vary thei~ demands to minimize personal 
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discomfort due to changes in the local weather. These models describe 
the variations in demand as functions of the weather variables relevant 
to the particular regiono At present it appears difficult to achieve 
the sufficiently accurate weather fore6asts which are necess~ry for 
accurate demand forecastso 
Much of the data required by weather load models~ i~eo 
weather records and forecasts? is not readily available to the system 
operatoro Consequently several short term forecasting methods which 
require only readily available demand data have been develope~ (10~ 
These extrapolate trends in the daily load curve4 It is 
s.uggestecl that these methods wotild be improved by the inclusion of 
known weather information (which may be obtained relatively easily 
by the system operator)o 
lt,.2 L~~lL.terrll...:.~~2~1~t~l~£ 
4o2o1 Trend extrapolation using least squares. 
In the trend extrapolation methods an empirical model of the 
IJ~his model 
represents the g~owth.of demand as a function of time alone. From 
this model a mathematical trend curve (which includes unknown parameters) 
is obtained$ The parameters are found by fitti~g the trend cu~ve to 
historical datao Forecasts are obtained by extrapolating the fitted 
trend curve into the futurea It is assumed that the same model is a 
valid approximation to both past and future behRviour of the growth 
Several models of the growth process have been used, depending 
on the shape ui ~he plot of dPmRnd againat time (some examploR of the 
resulting tren.d curves are given in table ll-. '1) o Of these models tho 
simplest (and most widely used) assumes the rate of growthproport:i.onal 
to the demand already in existence~ iooa that growth occurs exponentially~ 
Using the notation of table 4.1 this mo~el is written 
dD 
t D 
dx ·-· 0 
rl.'he trtmd curYe :i.s then written a~· "" 
y "" a --: .. b (xt ~ }{) = (Ijog Dt) ""' et ( L~" 1 ) t 0 0 e 
where x denotes the mean of the independent variable over the relevant 
historical period; i.co for N observations. 
N 
X "" '1 L XJ N c 
.l.. '1 I> -· 
Estimates of the parameters a ~ b are obtained using the method of 
. 0 0 
least squares (26 9 60) to fit the trend curve to N historical data 
values (usually annual figuros)6 
Let Yt denote an observation of Yt in period t (ioe• Yt = 
·. 
Least squares roquireu that tho obaervatione 9 Yt 1 bo 
assumod 9 
(1) atochast~cally independent, 
(2) distributed in.some way about a moan value, Yt• given by 
equation 4~1 (or any of the alternative models in table 4.1) 1 
and 
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(3) to have conuc.un-\: varianee :for alJ. x ... (tl.H:i '!a~ciancn can b~1 
"' 
proportional to a known function of xt with increased mathe~ 
matical comple~ity). 





estimates of a , b are given by 
0 0 
N 
I: ;;;; 'I Yt 0 'N 
t - 1 
N N 
L x) L ~ y 4- ( X = / (x, 0 t 1; " 
t -~ '1 t - 1 
- -)2 X 
Estimates of Yt (equation 4a1) ar~ obtained from; 
A forecast of the demand at time N +T 1 i0e~ for~ lead time of r ~ 
is obtairwd from 
A A 
DN·I-'t' = exp ( y ) N+'t' 
A i\, 
(N x)) (I+()~)) ;;;:: oxp (ao + b + ?: ~ 
0 




estimates of the true values and because the Yt Rre distributed in 
some way about Yt (26; 60 1 95)~ Aasum:Lng addi t:i ·~nally that this 
distribution ia normal the variance of the distrilution of •r ·is '· I; . 
written 
N 
A 2 , 
a ( 1 + ( 1/N) + ( xt ~· x )2/ ~.~- (xi -= 2 = x)- ) 






( ~· Yt.) ~ ·Yt 
The range of probable demand, ut the deuired confidence level 9 io 
found from equations 4~3 and 4~~; i.ee 
exp exp 
where k denotes the 0 t 1 atatimtic at the desired level of confidenceG 
From a forecasting vi0wpoint the second of the least squares 
assumptions above (ieeo the assumed bohaviour with time of Yt) is the 
most critical.. When the hssumed growth model is not a.reasonable 
approximation to the actual behaviour of the growth process, i~ee Yt 
is not the mean of the obDerved Ytv then it is unlikely that the other 
least squares assumptiona are valid. Furthermore if the assumed model 
contains too many unknown parameters tl1ero may not be aufficient data 
available to enable roll.ablc parameter estimates (26 1 60 95). 
'J:he assumpt:.i.on (•f r.)xponcntial growth\) ns i:n ecyation Lf-~ 1 <> is 
a reasonable. oneg 
(a) the time belll.::wiou·:c of hiD to 'deal demands\) 
and 
(b) a population~s tendency to grow in an exponential way (and 
it is also reaEonable to aasume that the udditional population 
will seek a s:inila:r~ Ol' better9 stand.ard of l:i.v:Lng than the 
existing populution and thus demand growth will be at least 
proportional to population g:t'owtb. "' see chD.pter 2)1) 
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As there are only two unknown parameters in this simple trend curve 
rt~ar-JOrw,bly good 013timfl.tGG Gan he obtained from quite sn!8.ll anwu.nts 
of datr'\._ 
It is sometimes assumed that tha demand for electricity will 
saturate (cease to grow) at aom8 time in the future 9 e~g. (9, 59). 
rrhe basiH for this assumption i:;. that clem:lnd 11 cannot possibly 11 continue 
to grow at the historical rate (about 7%) (38, 59)~ Consequently a 
Gompertz or Logistic trend curve is selected for the model, Yto Such 
models as these assure eventual saturation of the forecast demands 9 
regardless of the physical situation. As th~re is no physical evidence 
of the demand tending toward saturation now, or over the lead time of 
present forecasts? the use 11.f saturating tr\H.td curves cannot be 
Where they have been used the estimated parameter values 
are such that over the hiHtorical period and for three to five years 
into the futuro these curvco are closely approximated by a simple 
exponential anyway (59)~ Where saturation is suspected it is more 
1 alid to treat the rate of growth as a function of tirn1:lo For example 
Hore (38) suggeats a 11 mu::lif:L0d exporwnt:i.al 11 growth rate~ giving n trend 
curve of the form 
Again the coefficients a 1 , b1 , c 1 are estimated from historical data 
using least squares. If the hypothesis c 1 = o is tested 1 statistical 
evidence for 9 or again:d; 9 nnturat.ion can be obta:i.ned.. Acceptance of 
the hypothesis, at som:' stat<ld confidenco level 9 means there is no 
stati$tical evidence ot saturation. However it is possible for the 
hypothesis to be ra,jec::<Jd if~ in t:1.o in·evious one or two years, the 
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growth rate has temporarily decreased due, perhaps, to a mild winter 
or economic recession. This fact emphasizes the need for pro-
feasional judgement to be exercised before any statistical results 
are accepted, see also (11j 17 9 26, 38)o 
In time series which are based on economic phenomena, and 
the demand for electricity is one, there is often considerable 
correlation between successive observations (26 1 96). Consequently 
the first least squares assumption (of .stochastically independent 
observations) is not always v~lid 9 particularly if the growth of demand 
exhibits some cyclic behaviour. The effect 9f such serial correlation 
is to reduce the number of dagrees of freedom available when estimating 
the model parameters (95 1 96). Thus if serial correlation is present 
but is ignored the estimates of the variance of Yt about Yt will not 
lJe rcliablco In some caues these effects can be minimized by 
modelling the growth rate rf:l.ther than the trend~ as done by Henault 
et~al (50)~ i.e. in the 'l'.ode1 
(in which E\ is stochas tie ally independent and dif:.>tri lmted. in some way 
about a mean of zero wi·Gh. variance o- 2 )? the parameter b is eGtimated 
via least squares from historical growth rates. However, the improve-
ment in the reliabilit)· of the vax·iance estimates is marginal if the 
growth rnte varies cyd.icully, 
The technique o:: trend extrapolation a.ssumes that the growth 
proeess ·which gives r] ;3e to the observed demands 
(a) remained the sr.me throughout the relevant historical period~ and 
(b) will remain the same over the specified lead time of the forecasts 
Industrialization, changing living standards etc., mean that the growth 
process remains the aame for only limited periods of time. If the N 
historical values are taken 1 as is usua1 0 at annual intervals then 
only 10 1 or occasionally 20 9 data values can reasonably be used. 
Professional judgement must be ~sed in-determining how much hiRtorical 
data may be used in the parameter estimation processe (A good example 
of a limitation on N occurs in the New Zealand situationq Prior to 
1959 energy rationing (power cats) were used to conserve water. As a 
result consumers could not rely entirely on electricity as an energy 
source., Sinee ·1959 when ra"l".ioning ceased consumers have come to rely 
entirely on olectricitya th~s changing the nature of the growth procesaa 
Historical data since 1959 reflects 1tnrestrioted demand while before 
that year the values of en~~rgJ' usage and nmximum demand have been 
artificially roJ~cede Cc•nseq·uently only data from 1959 onward can 
reasonably be used for extrapolation into the 1970's)~ 
It is unreasonabJ.3 to assuma that the growth process will 
remain the saH1B f'l)r lon•!,e:c in the future~ than it has :i.n the past" 
Consequently the maximUid lead time for forecasts obtained by extra-
polation is limited to about 10 yea~sm or less. Extrapolation past 
this limit is based on conjecture Jupported by judgement. Such 
forecasts need to be c 11ecked .for frHJ.s:i. bil:i.t;y· againG t the demand 
achievable with :forosnsn t;H;hnclo.gy (or with mo:ce "developed" 
countries) (61),. 
'l'he small amou;t of data available ( 10=20 annual observations 
of demand) is not sufficient to form highly reliable variance 
estimates and hence o:: the uncoi:·to.inty in the fc.n·eeasts ('I) 95)" 
Several demands in any one yoar arc potentially the annual peak because 
7.5 
sirnila~ physical conditions occur in those days. 'l'hesc d.emo.nd/3 
may he used in simple t~end models to effectively increase the 
amount of data available without an increase in the number of years 
Thl'~· ·'·11"' :t'c1i"'·l·l·iJ·y (~1 . - . ..'\ 0 ~ '-'"· v .. _ _. .__. C>.. U ~ .._~ l., J...l a statistical sense) of the 
parameter and variance estimates could be improved (1 9 77)Q 
The above technique cannot be used to :i.ncres.se the amount of 
energy usage data a.s there cal'l only be one ene:cgy usage value in 
each time interval. However it is possible to extract t6o long 
term growth trend from monthly energy usage observations by the 
successive application of w0ighted moving averages (11 1 90~ 97)a 
In this way 12 data values per year are obtainedo Forecasts of 
demand are obtained by apflying trend extrapolation techniques to 
the monthly sea~onally adjusted data series (11, 97)o Seasonal 
adj1astment by the succeseive application of moving averages, while 
widely used for adjusting economic time series, muGt ba treated with 
caution, particularly a;:. it may introduce 11art:l.ficial seasonality" 
which is not present i~ the original series (98). Also some growth 
information may be rem0ved along with seasonal variation (63 1 98)o 
Provided the model selected to represent tho time behaviour 
of the demand data is 1ppropriate the accuracy with which the futuro 
can be forecast is a :::unGtion of the fluctuation of the data about 
the assumed model. '[ hus the ad•?.quacy of any pa:t.'ticultu' trend 
extrapolation method (with» or without 9 seasonal adjustment etc) 
can only be dete:cmine:l through E1Xperimentution with actual data., 
The model of equation 4.6 was used to make forecasts of NZED annual 
maximum demand and an)1ual energy u;;;age i the parameter c,1 was included 
if the hypothesis c 1 ~ 0 was rejected at the 95% confidence lavela 
'.rhc most reeent t~Hl <'Ulttual vn:l.ues of' delnand wer<~ ur.:-;ecl to er:;tirtlatc 
the parameterso Fc>~ecasts for lead timos of one to five yoars are 
sho~n in tables ~~.2 and 4.3 9 together with the percent uncertainty 
at the 95% confidence level. Using th8 domand estimates (in table 
4.2) tlw required capaeit;y margin at tho 95% confidence lE~I'el is 
considerably greater (at 5 = 20% dependent on lead time) than the 
3 - 4% that is equivalent to the capacity of the largest generator 
(see c ha.pte:c 3)" Consequently this particular model cannot be 
considered adequate with respect to the dosir~ble accuracy. 
In the trend extrapolation methods discussed in this section 
time is the only independent variable. Consequently ·:1oHe can be 
used to determine the effect of proposed lo~d control measures such 
as tariff modificationo A more serious woaknesa in those methods 
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i~ that if a change in the nature of the demand occurs (aog• a new and 
popular type of appliance comes on the market, such as the range of 
2 kW radiators in 1962-63) Geveral time periods mu~t olapse before 
the forecasts reflect this change. In many cases it is known 
(f:com market ob.se:cvation)· that the c1w.nge :.i.s occtn'l'ing and ad hoc 
procedures are devised to modify the oxtrapolatio~ to allow for the 
change<> 
l1- ,, 2 ,, 2 'rhe 11No.rket re<:tearch" approach~ 
'rhe composition o:f tho load changes w:L th ·~:.me due to changing 
1i ving standardt3 ~ economic condi~ion.s etc. Chu:oging componition and 
the effect of variableG other than time on the e:nnrgy US8.ge are taken 
into account in a 11 markct research" approach\"1 ioe, the qu0stion 
?7 
111-Iow much e.twrgy will v1e be able to Goll in the uoxt year?" is asked 
(-12 .• '17). 
' 
The inclusion of factors other than time in the model is 
expected to reduce the amount of unaxpla~ned variation of domando 
Hooke ( 'l?) forecust domestic nales from I.)Xtrapolat:i.•)JlS (both 
mathematical and based on experience) of sales per consumor multi-
plied by predicted consumer numbers obtained from trends in the 
ratio of population to dwellings. Industrial sales 1 which in this 
case formed about 60% of total energy saleu 9 were relate/A to the 
long term trend in industrial development 1 based on sel0cted indices 
of production~ Alternatively sales wore related to the size of the 
work force in the region and forecast from estimates of the future 
work force (see also Baker (31))~ 
The sc:asonal variation in energy u:::m,o;e was h<n.cUed by 
projecting sales separately for each month. This spproach does not 
~llow for any correlation between sales of enargy ja successive months~ 
The annual peak 1 in a majority of the years in the hiatorical rocord 1 
occurred in the same month each year~ Co:crela t.icn of the system pEH.J.k 
demand with class energy sales for this month gav•1 a peak demand model 
of the form 
DP. 
~ 
a + b.C, + c.R. + d.I. 
~ J. :! 
where DP. 1.s the peak U.emand in year i~ c.~ R. &Uti I. aro C0lllrllf3l'Cial, 
J. :t }. J. 
dome.stic and industrial fF:<les in the pt~D .. k month q.f ye<1:C :q n.J b.~ c~ d 
are constants to be determinedo 'rhis model a1:;s,Jmes that the components 
always contribnte to the annual peak in the :ca'Giil of their respective 
energy usages 1 regardless of the tim~) o:f day v1hen it occurs or of its 
magnitudEJ~ 
first occurs at 9 a.m. on the peak demand day and all components 
are C01ltributing 9 the seconrl occurs at 6 p.m. when commercial and 
mosL industrial load is approaching zero; clearly the components 
do not contribute to the peak d~mand in the same proportions but tho 
model nosumes they do. For thls reason it is not valid to use a 
correlation between maximum demand and energy usage unless it is 
known that all peaks occur at the same time of the day. 
Hooke (17) 1 using tho scheme outlined above, quotes errors 
in the peak demand estimates~ determined after tho true values of 
tho economic variables were known~ aG not greate:c: than 356 with a 
mean of ·1%. When forecast0d values of the economic variables are 
used th8 errors 0re likely to he greater. In actual forecasting 
over a lead tim0 of 10 months, an error of about 2% was achieved, 
r!sing to 8-9% for a 46 month.lead time. The allowance for error 
(uncertainty) was appare~tly decided from experience aud was not 
quoted. It might be ex?ected to be greater than tho achieved 
,;rrors quoted and as sud1 j,t io unl:i .. kely that the reauJ.ts would be 
·within the des:i..:cabJ.e 3 ·· i}~b capaci t.:,r m."1rgin (see chapter 3) ., 
Godard (12) used a similar approach to Hooke for industrial 
sales but forecas{~ donwstic consumer numbers with !:< fo:cmula of the 
form; 
wh~n·e E 
n. - ((FRB./100) (S. + 
1 1 1 
( ·1 "1658 ~ o.,03c~lt 
S. 1 )/200) X ~~ 
( .i = '19116)) .:!: T~ 
reprcsente; unlf>ual changes~ n. is the nurr1ber of consume:c·s 
~ 
in year 1 1 S. the houa~~e starts i~ that year and FRB. the Federal ~ l 
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Reserve Board indox of production, corrected for the particular region. 
The peak'month load factorg after correction for seasonal variation and 
changos in the Jength of the working WfJOk~ was found hi:stol'ic;:lll;v to 
Annual peak demand was forecast by com-
bini:.1g the energy usage and load facto:c forecasts, Achieved fore~ 
cas1.ing errors over five year lead times varied from 0.2% to 4.3%G 
Again no uncertainty figures were given but from the quoted achieved 
ert·on3 are likely to be 5% or greater. It is not possible to determine 
whether the metho~ would be satisfactory in New Zealand without 
experimentation but if the uncertainty had a similar magnitude in 
Hew Zealand it would not meet the criterion of desirable accuracyo 
1'he 11 market reseax·ch 11 npp1•oach is an attempt to detect cho.nges 
in the nature of the load and make appropriate allowances in the 
:forecasts~ To achiove accurate forecasts of the demand accurate 
forecasts of the constituunt quantitieH ara required. Confidence 
in the final dentand fo:eecant is determined by the confidence in the 
conGtituent forecaGta 1 weighted according to their relative contri-
butiona to the total demandd Electric energy enters indirectly 
into many industrial and commercial processes. ~('he principal 
difficulty with the 11 m[,:rket r~:1senrch 11 approach is the determination 
of the relationship between sales of electric energy and the output 
of these processes. Forecasts of product sales are 1 in many cases, 
baaed on subjective analyses of the market for goods, etc (96). 
Consequently it is difficult~ obtain quantitative estimates of the 
uncertainty in the resultant demand forecastsQ 
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492o3 Methode applicable to distribution system planning 
'l'he planning o:f dist:r.i1mtion syBtems requir·.:~s a knowledge of 
the characteristics of the load (64)o A number of methods of 
obtainin~ these from load c~~7ey data a~e available (22~ 65, 66)a 
Rece11tly attempts have been made to determine the peak load on a 
d:i.stributi.on tr<~.nsforme:t' in terms of the appliances it ser.ves (25, 6?) Ill 
Plienes and Zajic (25) developed an approach from whiuh the 
prcbability model of chapter 2 was developed. The probability of 
at each instant in timoo Assume m1 appliances of the i th typa are 
9resent in the region served by the distribution transformer. The 
half hour integrated demand for an operating i th type appliance is 
Ji'or a collention of applie.nc.es ( 0 ~g. in seve:ca.l 
homes) the mean and variance of the distribution of demand are (from 
25)) 
H 
D ::: L k. m. P:L 1. 1 
i ·- 1 
N 
L ;~ var (D) - k:i. m. p. ( /} d ?) 1 J. 
i ::: 1 
This represents the average maximum demand for a given interval in 
any day in a sele.cted period. A number of days, N, in this period 
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J 
whore D J Hl the !lll.u:itllt\ll1 demand on day j o Tho dictribution 1 by tho 
cent~al limit theorem, may be shown to be normal and confidence 
limiLs can be esto.blished. The probabilities p. and q. can be 
~ ]. 
dete~mined for existing appliances via equations 4.7 and 4u8i after 
k1 has been evaluated 1 eoga from appliance nameplates, and m1 
determined from a survey etc. Actual testa showed the method was 
able to estimatu demands in the 0 - 50 kVA range to within + 6 kVA 
at the 95% confidence level~ 
Even the most comprehensive load survey does not examine 
every possible load conditiono Reps (67) attempted to overcome 
this deficiency hy developing n model of the load on a distribution 
transformer independently of survey data. A small amount of survey 
data is used to vorify the model 1 but not to build it. Tho load 
curve shape on the peak load day is determined by the amouni; of 
connected load and its time pattern of use. Artificial appliance 
usage curves for the peak load day were combined using Monte Carlo 
gaming techniques to form a simulated daily load curve for a single 
t;ransfo:cmer" Only consumer iumbors and the percent saturation of 
major a.ppliances need be luwwn in adeLl tion to the usage cu:t'ves for 
any particular load to ~e simulated. Miller (22) employed a·similar 
combining technique to simulate transformer daily load curvos from 
individual .consumer daily load curves 1 these being obtained from a 
comprehen.si ve load' :sux·vey ( 99) o 
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Both of these comprehansivo load models recognize that the 
demand is•a ~robabilistic processa That of Plienes and Zajic 
assumes that p. (and honea q.) are the same rogardleGs of the timo 
~ 1 
when the peak occursG This is ~ut necessarily valid, particularly 
if peaks occur in both the morn:ing and the evening. l1epsw method 
requires con.sid.erablc exporienc<· of appliance usage patterns to 
obtain realistic results0 Botl1 mel;hods 9 as published? are only 
suitable for loads which are not changing significantly~ i.e. little 
growth occurs and the same appliances arc likely to be in use. Their 
appl.ication to long term forecasting would require knowledge of future 
consumer nurf1be1~s and the numhor and type of appliances a.vailable., 
If they are to be applied to days other than peak load and 
potentially peak load days a knowledge of how appliance usage varies 
with change:::; in dte relevo.nt variabhHJ., e"g" weathe:c'.l is required., 
Both methods would appear to havo considerable potential for further 
development" 
4.3 Weather ~ load modc"ls 
A number of applinnces are used to modify the climate inside 
buildings (e.g~ air conditioners, radiators, etc). Consequently 
there is a seaaonal var~ation in load in response to seasonal changes 
in climateo Extremes ~f cold (or heat in some power ayGtema (30)) in 
any one year tend to bcr,st the apparent peak demand growth rate., 
Correction of the hi.stc:c·ical d(~mand to 11 sto.ndard 11 weathe:r• conditiorw 
permits the true growtt rate to be determined (39 1 59)~ Changes 1.n 
the daily load patte:cn WJ.y be o.nticipated from sho:ct range weather 
forecasts nnd knowledge of the respon~e of the demand to changes in 
t.he weather., 
The studios of the weathur-demand relationship that have 
been mad~u e.g~ (14 1 24, 30 9 56 1 87) 1 Jivide the load into two 
components; 
(a) a baad load of a magnitude which is determined empirically 
as a function of the tim0 of the year and is considered 
constant for periods of nne week to one month~ and 
(b) a weather sensitive component. 
Which weather variables affect the demand depends on the load 
composition~ 
One method of forecas~ing the demand, for generation 
~.Jcheduling 9 weighted tho fo:rec:;:wted weather VEU'iables (temperature, 
cloudiness and wind velocits) and applied the sum of the weights as 
a percentage modification ~o a base load (24). The weights (which 
were determined by a trial and error procedure from historical data) 
w~re those which gave a c:onstant base load for each hour of the 
midweek days of a partic~lar week and also for aevoral consecutive 
Saturdays and Sundays& 
Over lead timeB ,:f 6~8 hours the achieved foN;casting errors 
were about 0-2%. 'I'he ~:.ccuracy required of the weather forecasts 
was within 5°F for temr,Jrature and to distinguish between various 
cloud categories (e.g. fair - scattered clouds thin and high, or 9 
Fair - thick haze)a (hese tolerance limits were practical in this 
case as the weather se :.si t:i.ve load formed only 10="15% of the total, 
A. 20% error in this co:J:ponent reduces to about 2;6 in the overall 
forecasto The major ~ource of uncertainty, in this case 1 stemmed 
from variations in the Largely industrial base load. 'J~his method 
has assumed that the weather weighting is the anme at all times of the 
daya Such on aacumption may be troublesome in situations 9 e.g. New • 
Zealand, where tho weatl1er sensitive load approaches 50% of the total 
load,, b0cause cortain appliances are 
not ~reatly used at some times of the day~ eogg electric radiators 
whi~a people are in bedo 
In a more detailed study Davies (14) attempt~d to define the 
demand-weather relationship using regression analysiso The weather 





Specifically those were 
11 Eff~:ctive 11 temperaturey denoted by X 
1 
Cooli.ng effect of the wind~ II ll x2 
Illumination index, II !I x3 
Rate of precipitationg II H x4 
-~) 
The relationship was determined from a year 0 s data 1 after elimination 
of a base load 1 b 1 a smoothed seasonal trcnd 1 F(t), and a day of week 0 
component b • The weather sensitive component was assumed to be' 
the sum of contributions from each variable0 The linear regression 
equation took the form; 
(4.,9) 
Tho seasonal term was axpressed as the sum of orthogonal polynomials 
up to the sixth order; 
6 
F(t) ;:;: \ 
L, a. P. ]. :t 
and assumed to a step function with ~top length of one week. Here P. 
~ 
denotes the i th o:ethogonal polynomin:L. 'l'he day of week var:i.at :i.on was 
expressed in terms of dummy (0 1 1) variables; 
5 
2: 
where z. """ 1 on day J j? 0 on all other days 9 and 
bj - COJ.'!'DCtion on day jo 
Tho quantities of interest, ioe• the , 0. and coefficients 
,) 
b 1 ~ b21 b3 ~ b4 ~ were determined in the subsequent regression analysis~ 
The restriction assumption of linearity ~ntroduced in equation 
4.9 was avoided by using a graphical non-linear regression analysis 
technique~ Equation 4.9 was modified to 
The quantity on the left may be considered to be the "'ilO··weather 11 load,. 
estimates of this and of D.pproxime.tionfJ to the g. were succefJs-
~ 
Initial 
:i .. vely modified until no fu:dher improvement could be :nade 3 
The effective temperature is a measure of the internal 
temperature of buildings. The thermal capacity of ~he structure 
means that internal temperature changes lag '~xternaJ. ones o A thermal 
time constant of 22 hours wus established by a corr·: lat ion analysis, 
The cooling effect of the wind stems from increased ventilation and 
infiltration of air0 An empirical formula for thjG in terms of the 
ambient temperature and wind velocity was developet .• The illumination 
index was fbund by apply111g reduction factors for ~.ifferent cloud types 
to ideal illumination values? these being obtained w a function of 
the sun°s elevation~ 
ForecastG are m~do by extrapolating the base load into the 
future and applying o.d ;justrnents for the day of the \'Jeek and the fore"n 
casted weather. Simulated forecasts made over a 24 hour lead time 
using actual weather reporto resulted in an RMS error of 1.4%a 
represents the amount of varia\::i.on of demand whi..::h is not explained by 
·tho modelo The quoted forecas'i. 3 were made only for the peeik demand 
times of the day 1 i.eG 0900 1 1200 and 1800 hours in this case (in 
England), and required separate analyses o~ historical data at each 
intorvalo 
In a system where, due to air conditioning load~ the annual 
maximum demand occu:J:'red in the summer Heinemann et~aL ( 30) devised a 
weather variable which was l.inearly related to the cooling (iee. air 
conditioning) loed 9 using a regression analysise \Vi th the cooling 
component determined from ~1istorical data, extrapolation was uaed to 
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forecast ita growth (39)a The forecasting strategy, which is 1 common 
to several weathel~--load rr.•)delsll is shown in :figure 1+ .• 1. 
mat1.cal model was simila: to equation 1~., 9\) being 
D - b + coc;, ~ f ( w) + 
peak .o 





i .:: 1 
b,Z, 
~ :!.. 
b ·- summer 1' ')ase loE:.d n :i.n May~ 
0 
The ;.mathe-
( l~ o 'I 0) 
b. ·~ addi tior.'~1 base load in the months June to Octobe:f.' 
~ 
- 'I in mollth i~ 0 in all other month:'J" 
= cooling factor 1 and 
f(w) = weather variablea 
The function f(w) combines the weather parameters 
(a) dr~ bulb temperature, DD 1 and relative humidity, Rll 1 at the 
time of the system peak 1 and 
(b) the dry bulb temperature history over the last three days. 
(rain, wind and cloud cover alao influence summer peaks 1 but their 
effect on tho cooling load was not considered significant). The 
form of f(w) was: 
[ f 1 (DB 9 RH)
2 + k 2 f_1(DB 1RH)J + 
k 3 [ DBB
2 
+ lcL~DBB J 
1;"/'nere f ,
1 
( DB?RH) :ls a heat content factor found from psychrometric 
d1art s 9 e ~ g., ( 68) ~ and 
3 
'[ ( kB. DB + k 9 . DB . ) ''"P ( _24<1/<7-) ~ max. 1 nun. 1 c.,;. - ... ~. :l 1-
i ~ 1 
where DB = highest hourlJ temperature on each of tho three max. 
J. 
preceding da~y'Sil 




T = time constant of heat build-up (about 3 days in 
this co.se)o 
U~ing this model 9 differences between actual and calcul~ted 
maximum demands varied from Od5% to 5~7% with a mean of 2.4%~ The 
forecasts were restricted to the daily peak. Uncertainty in the 
weather sensitive component may be ~stimated from ita probability 
density function (1 1 5~) or from past performance (39) but is not 
8? 
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quoted by the authoro. The restriction of a linear relation between 
f(w) and the cooling load makes f(w) con::d.dnrably wore complex tha.n it 
• might otherwise have beeno It also means that the relationship is 
likalv to be peCIJl{R~ to the p~rtioular power system and COllS8qUently 
" conf:i:Lderable effox·t would be required before the method could be 
used in other power aystemso It should~ however~ be feaaible to use 
the same approach to determine a heating (rather than cooling) variable 
which would have wider application (power systems with ~ummer peaks 
are relatively rare)~ Unless the daily peak demands used in the 
regression analysio occur at about the same time each day throuchout 
the summer (ioe. for 6 months)~ the load ·composition and hence the 
crue value of the 11base load" p1J.rameters 9 b0 -b6 , will vary between 
observations .. In this case the same model does not properly 
represent all observations~ thus tending to increase the variance 
of parameter estimateao 
Long range prediction with weather-load models is achieved 
by substitution of long te1·m weather statistics 9 generally for the 
worst ca~e situation (59). (It is difficult to make weather 
forecasts over lead time8 of several years)G Short term forecaots 
use forecasted weather$ An error of 2°C in a temperature estimate 
is possible over a 24 hour load time (69) and this combined with a 
loa.d cho.nge of about 2% per 1°C ( 9) giving an 11 erro:t' 11 of about 490, 
Extremes of temperatura are forecast leGs often thun they actually 
( 4"" f f t · f 1' l "' ' r·110r<~ ~· "1"1' 'l ,, /Jr 0 c:. OCCUI'!I Bog.,. ;o 0 ~OY.'I3CG.S S 15pec:L::.e< J.O:cecasts - "' '"" • , 
below average, but actual occurrence was 29% in a study by Freeman 
(70),. 
The work of Davies (14) indicates that 1 given accurate weather 
forecast8 9 a comprehensive wouther load model can achieve an accuracy 
of about 3?b at the 95% confidence J.ev~1L This is near the degree of 
accuracy considered desirable i~·chapter 3. However, weather fore-
casting errors are such that tha resultant forecasts require a 
considerably larger margin for orror. Furthermore the occurrence 
of extreme values of 1 sayg temparature ~nd hence of extreme peaks of 
demand are extremely difficult to predict. 
The weather variableG ~hich influence th~ demand are determined 
by the type of load and its geographic locationo Adequate system-
wide forecasts, in New Zoal~nd 1 would require separate forecasts for~ 
/ 
at least, the major load c~atres as these are widely separated geo-
graphically and c~n exparlunce widely differing weathers simultaneously. 
The character of the weather s~naitive component changes with time of 
diy (e.g. radiators are virtually UUU$ed during hours of sleep)o Thus 
a weather-load model sho~ld make allowance for this changing sensitivity 
of the demand .. 
Of the weath.er~lm-J.d, models discussed the one due to Davies is 
the most comprehensive ua it is 
(a) not :t'est:dcted tu particular days (as is He:\.nernann 1 s) g and 
(b) based on demand~ veather relationships derived from a physical 
understandine o/' the 0:f:foct the weather hat> on consumer's usage 
of appliances .• 
Though considerable co11putation is needed to obtain the regression 
coefficients etc. this need only be performed initially and when a 
signifieant chang<~ :i.n 1 oad c:ompo.si tion occurs. The results of the 
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computation may be r:.>um.n::\l'iz.ed in graphical or tabular form to enabln 
manual fcirecasting witho~t the use of extensiva (and expensive) 
computing facilitieso Originally restricted to specified intervals 
of the day thi.s model could be ~1xtended to all daily intervals with 
the aid of modern computing facilities. If this is done either the 
day-of-week factors must be calculated for each interval, or only one 
calculated for each day and the load curve .shape assumed the sanH3 for 
all we Ell<: dayn ~ This assumption is not realistic, an figure 2.2 
showed~ 1\lterna. ti vely ~ ·"t model based on the ,weekly rather thnn 
daily load curvo, eQg~ (10) 1 would avoid tho need for doy of week 
factors entirely and alao permit the effect of temperature etc. to 
vary between days of the week~ 
Reliance on accurate weather forecasting is th~ major weakness 
of the present weather-load models~ Quantitative WRather forecasts 
:.tre 9 at the preso:n.t time, subjr:3Ct to considerable uncertainty~ eoge 
Maunder (76) obtained standard errors of about 141°C in tempe;ature 
forecasts up to 24 hours ahead. To reduce the eff~ct of this 
uncertainty on the demand .forecasts the time lag be·;wrsHnl temper.':tture 
changes external and internal to buildings should tr3 exploited in 
the forecasting process. Instea.cl of inserting th<l fo:recasted. 
1 temperature~:> directly into the model a lagged~ or 11effcctive 11 9 tomperatur·~ 
should be calculated fiom these forecasted valueso Thesa lagged fore-
casted temperatures 9 which then reflect tho regio~:l temperature history 
o.f which some at J.eatJt :i.s known 9 are then ur;ed in ·.;he;) modelo 
future demands can be antic:i.pated from known infor:.\ationa 
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Ow0r short lead times (up to a few days) we a thc:ca•lowl models 
have been used for forecasting tho demand. These require data not 
readily available to the system controller 0 e.g. weather inlormationG 
'fhe use of cligi tal computers for system con tro1 has prompted the 
development of methods using demand data only (2 1 72-75). These 
assume the weather ia constant over the. required lead time (for system 
control this i8 generally a few hours only) and extrapolate a mathe-
matical model given a knowledge of the immediately past demands~ 
Farmer (72 1 73) has developed a method which utilizes the fact 
that the basic demand pattern repeats itself every 24 ~Jura. Each 
daily load curve may be considered a member of an ensemble of time 
series and the forecasting problem io viewed as the p~odiction of a 
non-stationary process, knowing this enaemb~eG The Karhunen~Loeve 
r:.!:ipansion is ur;ed to represent tho H Bample daily 1~·-ad. curve:J as a 
linear combination of orthogonal functions over the }eriod (O,T = 
K 
D.( t) ~- t J 
i = 1 
1 
~ '2-





(t) + e(t) 
e(t) = error in the 
.:1 
.,. 2. 
exdansion at time t~ 
The coefficients a ..• ,\ 
;]~ ' l 
and the orthogonal fuw;tions ¢.(t) 
J. 
are 
found by minimizing the int~;!gra ted mean square eri nr equatio.u I~ o '12.~ 
giving (see Appendix B) 
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where . R (t 9 s) li: { D . ( t) D.· (G)} 
j ~ .1 J p 
and A. awl Vf. ( t) are tho eige:rwalnos and functions of the GOVI·J.:ClA.nco 
l • J. 
function Po 1\.lso 
a .. 
J2 
Provided the nigenva1ucs are ot'rlered~ the mean square c;:'ror involved 




I~1.S :B.~ H(i~.)t) dt \ Ai -- jo 
.. L, 
i :;;: '1 
©(j 
... [ )~i 
L ~- K+'l 
(ioe• the error is equal t~ the sum of the neglected oi~ervalues) 0 
Demand forecasts are made by determining a set of coefficients 
a .. g i ;:;: 19 f) 0 0 ') K1 fo1~ 
J:l j> 
H~ from the most recent ch::i'iW.nd valu0s,> 
'l1his assumes that futtn.'e load cn:cves are ge:ne:cated by the same process 
that produced the sampl( curves. The weathe:c is assumed constant 
over the intervals in wJ:ich the demand is measured0 .He thods for 
determi:nine; the a ... included minimizing t~e mean squ<n'e error over 
J:l 
the lant L demand intE r:·vals~ as in the results reported in Appendix 
C~ (72 9 75) or from a <:onditional probability approach (73). A 
demand forecast made f.;.r r intervals :i.nto the :futuro from the present 
timo Tp is given by 
K '1 
A I r ::\2 I D. (t ) :::: aj. I . fl\ (t ) ( 4 ,, '16) J ·I ':J.. J. 
i - 'I 
I 
where t ··- ( ~l, + p 
r) (mod 'I')\) o.nd j > H 
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The process gonerating the sample changes with time, eag. as 
., .• h l •. ~· ., , 
w1n~er approac .es a 1eac1ng componen~ 1s lntroducea. Thus fox· 
j >> H the load C\U'VEJG C(J.nnot bn asr~umed t.o be generated by the same 
procoss as the sample curveso ~herefore it is necessary that the 
orthogonal functions be recalculeted at frequent intervals, generally 
less than one week (73) though the decision may be made automatically 
(75). While methods of allowing for seasonal trends a~d day of wack 
effects have been examined (2 1 73) 9 the major problem is the choice of 
th0 parameters M and Ko Too large a value of M includes load curves 
witieh are not membe:a; of the r.Jame ensemble. Too large a value of K 
includes random features peculiar to individual days~ 
The RMS forecasting error obtained in on-line system control 
experiments (5~ 73) varied from 5% to about 10% for forecasts made 
from 15 minutes to 2 hours bafor¥ the time of the daily peak0 Using 
only one orthogonal function (which is equivalent to the mean of the 
sample curves)RMS errors of 3.4% over a 24 hour lead time 1 reducing 
to 0.7% one hour ahead, hava been obtained (2). 
experimental. forecasts made using New Zealand load data are given in 
Appendix c .. These .expEn:·:i.ments gavehigher values of H}IJS error~ from 
about 6 to 9% for lead times of 1 to 10 hours. This is to be 
expected e.s the New Zealand data exhibits conside1'ably grenter 
percentage variation ttian do those studied by the other authors 
mcntionedo ~rhe results in Appendix C snggost that for the loads 
studied M = 10 and K = 1 are satisfactory. 
During the online trials (73) this method was found to be 
extremel~ oenaitive to rlata errors; this was also noticed during 
the experiments of Appendix c. 1'o overconw this IH'obJ.em li'armer 
cmbsti tuted a simplo:r.· scaling me t;hod whicl:1 achieved forecasting 
errors of a similar order (73). In thiG method the lou.d on the 
day of prediction is compared with a EJtandard lo<:Hl curve for )~hat 
day. Each measured load is divided by the correspondi~g value 
of the standard curve to yield a "present to standard'' ratio~ 
Assuming this ratio remains constant over the desired load timo 
the forecasted load values are obtained by multiplying the standard 
curve by this ratioo The standard curve may be eo g., tlte average 
for that day of the week 9 obtained from historical datuj or the 
immediately preceding dt:\y 1 s loa.d cnrve. 
A histogram of the percentage fo:ceeanting er:r·o·:- over a lead 
time of one hour using this scaling method is nhown !.n figure 4.2~ 
1ihe standard load curve was the ave :cage of th~· irr.med 'Lately p:cec•Jcling 
five daily load curves and a total of 780 forecasts were made at 
half hourly intervals~ The vad.ance of the distd.lmtion o:f fo:te~ 
casting error incr.'eases considerably with lead timP;J greater than 
one hour ( approxinw.tely double over a f:i.ve hour lt~lld time),. 
GerAGI'B.tion GG1leduling requires thnt suffici;::nt e.ccurac~;r ( ixl 
the sense of' chapter 3)· be achic'lvod over lead time:; greater ch'm 01' 
equal ,to the "start up" time of the generators. ·:en hydro s;ystems 
this may be of the order of several minutes, for t~1ermal plant up 
to twelve hours. It is desirable that the r:;uffic:.ent a.cctn'acy of 
about 3-1i56 at the 95)'6 confidence~ level (about the :apacity of the 
largest generator in New Zealand) be maintained nt all times of the 
day to minimize fuel costs. The results obtained (in figure 4.2 
and Appendix C) indicate that for lead times of one or more hours 
sufficiently accurate for generation scheduling purposes. Over very 
short lead times, depending on the composition of the load they may 
be sufficiently accurate~ 
In both methods the futuro is determined solely from historical 
demand values~ Weather is not included in these models as it is 
reasoned that it has no effect over lead times up to about 2 hourso 
This reasoning ignores the value of present (and immed1ately past) 
'.'H3athe:c as an indicator of likely deviations from the ·tst.anda:cd 11 
behaviour of the demand. Foi short lead t~mes the lngged effect 
of temperature on the demand moans that tewperature is a leading 
i~1dicator of deviations of the demanc~ from a 11 normoJ. weathe:c 11 daily 
load cur·ve ~ Thus both methods would be improved by incorporating 
present weather (at leaGt) into forecasts over lead times greater 
than a few minutes~ 
The Knrhunen-Loeve expansion technique (equitions 4.12 co 
4o 16) is consicle:eably more complex~ both mathcmatj <:ally_ and 
computationally 0 than the scaling method. Its Uli8 does not result 
:ln significantly more nccu:rate forecasts and co.nn·)C therefo:ce be 
;justifiodo Simple scaling methods 1 modified to J:onsider present 
weather as suggested abuve 9 nre recommended. 'l'h·: se 9 because of 
theil' simplicity~ are particulc.l.rly suited to marnw1 forecasting 
applications., In a recent paper Toyoda etoal (3'(') ha.vtij in .fact 
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proposed a fo~ocasting model along these llnes; i.e. using weather 
informa.tion to scale <1. Bat: .. uHla:rd 11 demand valuo <:md alno rate of change 
information Bhich includes by implication the recent weather historyD 
4.5 Conclusions 
This chapter has discUB5ad examples of the main forecasting 
methods in use, or proposed, t~ illustrate the present state of the 
art of electric energy forecaGtingo The majority of methods in use 
give essentially single value forecasts, although confidence limits 
can be calculated in most ca2e5. At prenont a forecasting method 1 s 
11 gooclness 11 ia measured in torma of its perfo:cmanr;e, :i,e. the magnitude 
of the.difference between a~tual and forecnst demands. In chapte:r• 
3 it was shown that a mo:ce uec:ful measure of "goodness 11 ~ more closely 
related to the loliability and cost of supply, is the amount of 
uncertainty in Lhe forec~at at some specified level of confidence 1 
e.g. 95%. It in not possible 1 hov.rcver~ to compare nlf~thods sa tis-
factorily without experi.nentation with the actual (or typical) data 
to be usedo Where poo'.ible an uttempt has boen made to obtain an 
indication of the amoun~ of uncertainty which might be expected in 
the forecastso Of the: n·;ethods actually tried on Nc 1tl Zealand data 
nona can be called satisfactory with respect to the desirable 
accuracy .. In the following paragraphs the current state of tho 
forecasting art is su~narized. 
Long term forer:3sting relies heavily on trend extrapolation. 
The extrapolations mn~· be mod if i1.c)d on an ad hoc basis to include 
local knowledgeo Tht trend models used are selected, by pro-
fessional judgement, tu suit the particular system. 'I'he accuracy 
9'7 
which can be achieved is limited by the variability of historical 
data,. Ac only a small number of observations are usually 
available estimatea of model parameters are subject to considerable 
uncertai.nty. Commonly an ~llowance for er~or is established from 
exporience~ 
Models of consumers' appliance usage behaviour have been 
usvd for forecasting demands on distribution transformers. ~rhese 
modele require a considerable amount of data, which is not readily 
available, for their implementationo Their use has been reotricted 
to estimating annual maximum demandso Appliance usage has not been 
determined for circumstances other than P?ssible peak load days~ 
Weather-load models have been used for short term forecasting 
and for estimating uncertainty in long term demand forecasts and 
t~correcting 11 historicul data to "standard" weather conditionso 
Regression analysis has beon used to determine quantitatively the 
influence of w~ather (particularly temperaturej cloud cover 0 
humidity and rainfall) on the demand at specified times of the day. 
Which weather variables are most significant depends on the 
composition of the particulur load~ Most models have been derived 
empirically but the variant due to Davies has been based on an 
analysis of the physical mocl1anism of the effect of weather on the 
consumer. It is thejmoat oomprehenoivo of those in use and 1 
prov:i.dod the nocessa:cy data co.n be obtained 9 appoars to be the "best" 
in the sense of the desirable accuracy, Experimentation ia needed 
before a categorical statement as to Vlhich mc:~thod is "best" can be 
made. All these models treat the d~mand at each interval of the day 
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In fact there is considerable correlation between 
consumers~ ueRgc of appliances (and hence demand) in successive . -
daily intervalso The time lags which exist between changes in 1 
e.g. temfcraturo 0 and demand Bhould be explo~ted to enable forecasts 
to uue lcnown info rmat :i.,,n more extonsi vely 0 rather than relying 
ent:i t•ely on weather for,ecast::J ~ 
The short term forecasting methods which utilize demand data 
only are essentially forms of trend extrapolation. :BJxperiments 
indicate that the two methods discussed are not sufficiently 
a~curate~ in their present formt over lead times of one or more 
LJOUl'S. It is desirable that they be modified ~o enable demands 
~o be anticipated by 1 e.go~ including weather information0 
'rable 4. 'I 
Commonly used trend curves. 
Si;raight line Dt = a + b.xt -+ et 
Dt b.xt 
2 
-· a + + c.xt + e t Parabola 
1 ,'3 1 curve D b.xt 
2 3 - a + + G oX_L + d.xt + et t ~ 
Dt -· a.exp( b.xt + e ... ) 1, JDxponen tial 
D a~exp( b.x .... 2 ) = +. c.:)x ... + A 't v G -t Modified exponential 
D~ :::: 
"G 
( 1/( a + b.exp( c.xt ) ) ) + et 
Gompertz 
where Dt - actual demand at time t 9 
xt = value of the independent variable (usually time) at 
time t 1 
a 1 b,c 1 d = parameters to be determined by e.g. Least Squares 1 and 
et - 'error' between modal and actual demands, distributed 
with known ~ariance about a mean of zero. 
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NEW ZEALAND ANNU.:.\.1 ENERGY USAGE FORECASTS 
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THE LOAD GROWTH PROCESS 
5o1 Introduction 
The load growth process increases the capacity of the load 
to use electric energy. It determines the annual incre~ses in 
both maximum demand and energy usage. The installation of new 
equipment to meet these increases is planned with the aid of 
long term forecasts~ i.e. forecasts over lead times of several 
years 1 of these quantitieso 
The commonly used forecasting procedures, as Chapter 4 showed 1 
are based on the ext~apolation of a mathematical tim2 series fitted 
to tho historical data; i.e: trend extrapolation. Alternatively 
the growth rate may be treated as a random variable distributed in 
some way about a long term mean value (50~ 77)o 
A disadvantage of time series extrapolations is their inability 
to foresee deviations from the trend which may of~en be anticipated 
from other information~ Such deviations result from factors, not 
present in the historical record; e.g. planned 3.ncreases in 
industrialization~ 'l'he forecaster W"-Y use his njudgement" to 
modify the extrapolation if, in his opinion 1 thfl results of market 
surveys, local knowledge etc? suggest a deviati-:n is likely (17, 11)o 
This introduces an e .. lement of anticipation into the forecasting 
procedure which is not present in pure extrapointion, Also correle.~ 
tion with economic variables may be introduced llt this stage (17)~ 
An ability to modify an extrapolation implies some knowledge 1 
however meagre, of the contribution of variables other than time 
to the growth process. The nature and extent of these contribu-
tions are determined by a set f.lf rule.:3; these form the structure 
of the load growth process. Modification therefore utilizes a 
Btructural model of the growth process though this may only be a 
q~alitative model; as used by New,(11). A structural model 
represents the actual set of rules by a known 1 usually simplified 1 
set such that the growth behaviour of the model and the actual 
load are equivalento 
In this chapter a load growth structure ·is established on 
which empirical models can bo builta This structure is inferred 
from the basic facta outlined in Chapter 2; ~.e. that the number 
of consumers and the average energy usage in each class is 
'growing with time. A laak of basic data precludes conclusive 
proof of several aspects of the resulting structure which, as a 
consequence, is mainly of an experimental nature. 
The time series and economic correlation models used at 
preseat are static in nature, i.e. there is no reference to any 
time lags which ma.y exist between a 11 13timulus" and the resultant 
demand = a "response 11 • This means that separate forecasts of 
the contributory vm.'.ia1Jlen must be made before a demand forecast 
can be obtained .. These can bo as difficult to obtain as a direct 
demand forecast (29). Where timo lags exist they have been 
incorporated into the inferred growth structure to enable dynamic 
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models of load growth. Dynamic models are particularly 1H3<:Lful when 
assess1ng whether a particular control action) e.g. tariff modifica-
1 
tion 1 will affect future energy requirements in the des1.red way. 
Attention is confined to annual growth of energy usage 1 as 
distinct fro1n maximum demancL This is because the maximum demand 
in any year is determined by appliance usage patterns, ~nd is thus 
a short term phenomenon. The approach adopted is as follows. 
The determinants of growth of consumer numbers, in both the domestic 
and non-domestic sectors 9 are considered. Subsequently the way in 
which a consumer's energy requirements vary'in the long term are 
discussed, The order and velocity of accumulation of household 
appliances forms the basi3 6f the domestic consumer's growth process. 
Non-domestic energy usage is shown to be determined by the volumes of 
production and saJ.es of goods and services~ 
5 ") oc... 
Each class of con::umer is distinguished by a c';1ax'acte:cistic 
primary use for electricity; see Cho.pter 2. Because of this, the 
contribution from eacj class to t!Je total system load growth may be 
assumed to be governerl by similar factors. Thus only one long 
term load growth mocl.E:L is needed for each class of consumer, rathe~t' 
than one for each in0ividual consumer. 
The electiicity,requirements of a class of consu~ers is a 
function of the numter of consumers in the claBs and their 
individual requireme~ts. Ijet N.t
(k) d I- ,, b f 
eno~e cne num er o consumers 
in class k during th1: time interval ( t 1 t + .0 t) ~ denoted by t? and 
wit the energy usage of the i th consumer. The amount of energy 











clenot::J the number of new consumers formed 
the erwrf!,y usage of the j th new consumer~ 
., 0? 
N(k) Let ~1 VI,, t fJ ). ·r; j:::: 1 •• @, denote the change in energy usage 
of the N~k) .consumers already in existence. 
G 
The energy·usage in 
interval (t + 1) of class k is thqn 
( . \ L':.N KJ 
t 
~ w .. ,. L Jt-
j"" 1 
+ 
I '-) N \ !\. 
t 
,. /:), w .• 
L. :u:. 
i::;'J 
The amount of energy which the power system must supply in 
interval t is simply 
c 
wt 
yl w< ), ) ·- L,, t 
l<== •J 
where c number cf · confJUmer · class<-)S distinguished. 
The growth of system load in each time interval is determined 
by the processes whJ.ch determine and l):.w.. for each 
J. 'G 
consumer~ These g:c·owth proces::;es are discuGE3(~d in the following 
sections for the tw:~ claG,ses; domestic and non"~dome~::tic o 
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5.3.1 The growth of domestic consumer numbers basic model. 
''I'he · regional population is distributed, according to some 
scheme. amongst tha available dwellings~ Each group of people 
in a dwelling forms a domestic consumer. In any time interval 
t the i th consumer has a population denoted by Pit• Dropping 
the superscript (k) for simplicity, the number of domestic consumers 
The total population in the .region in interval t is 
Nt 
p - t Pu (5~LI·) -t 
i ·- 'I 
The total number of consumers irtcreases as the total number 
of dwellings. Hence the process governing the increase in 
consumer members is closely related to that governing the increase 
in dwelling numbersd The baqis of this process is the increase 
in population,. 
In figure 5.1 the growth process for domestic consumer numbers 
is illustrated. As the regional population grows young people 
leaving home~ to work in different parts of the region, to marry 
etcj and immigrants to tho region form a 11 latent" population. As 
this "latent" population forms into groups which then occupy.dweJlings 
new consumers are formedo However a consumer can only form if a 
dwelling is available. Dwellings become avnilable as a result of 
new construction and existing dwellings becoming vacant. The 
latter occurs when the occupants emigrate 1 physically die, or 
become members of some other existing consumer 1 e.g. old people 
entering homel:l. Hence the rate of increase of consumer numbers 
is restricted by the rate at which dwellingH become availableo 
• The latent population in interval t 1s compoHed of people 
born x time intervals~ i.e. in intervil t - x, previously, 
0 <. x <(X) 1 and immigrants~ It in number. Denote the number 
of births in interval (t - x) by 6 Pt-x" Not all people leave 
home at the same age; let :c x' 0 ~ :c ' 1 denote the fraction X 
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of people of age x leaving home in interval t. The size of the 
latent population in interval t is then 
+ 
X - 0 
' 'rhese people form ~ Nt consumers where 
During interval t Et people emigrate. 
die, go into homes etc during this interval. 
number of births y intervals previously and 
(5.6) 
People of age y 
Let 6 P be the 
t""Y 
s 1 y 0 ~ s y 
1 be 
the fraction of these people who die in interval t. The number of 
people no longer distributed amongst the available dwellings is 
00 
I4 DP, = E_.. + s 6 p G v ~· y t-y 
:r=O 
and the number of dwellings vacated is 
Hence the net increase in conAumer numbers in interval t is 
AN 
t 
= \); ( LP ) I I t ( DP ) t 
T~e number of domestic consumers in interval (t + 1) is then 
+ 
5.3.2 A simple ilJ.ustration of the basic process. 
'l'he functions ljJ .1 (LPt) and ~ 2 (DPt) must be determined 
for the particular region. Similarly the weights are 
characteristics of the regional population. If consumers only 
formed after m3rr1nges and dwellings only became vacant on the 
death of the occupants then r and s , in New Zealand 1 would have 
~ y 
the form shown in figure 5.2 1 based on tables in the New Zealand 
Year Book (33)~ 
F0r the purpose of illustrating the model of consumer number 
growth in the previous 0ection assume the following, unlikely, 
situation in New Zealandq There is no immigration or emigration. 
The numbers of males and females in the population are always 
equal. All people marry at the age oY twenty and form consumerso 
At the age of 70 ali people die thus vacating their dwellings. 
In this situation 
t 
Nt - c •. 5 .A p t~·20 
II 
Nt -- Oo5 ~ pt~70 
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The net increase in consumer numbers lG then 
, /.), N 1 1.. 
"t, 
I11 figure 5~3 .l\ Nt calculated from equation 5.11 using published 
increases in population (35) 1 and making the assumptions outlined 
above, is plotted together with the actual increase in consumer 
numbers for the years 1960 - 1967. 
This example makes no allowa.nce for immigration and emigration 
or changes in average population per consumer. i•J eg;le G t ing t}le 
latter assumes the functions 1..p 
1 
and ~J 2 to be constant in 
Much of the discrepancy in magnitude between the two plots in 
figure 5.3 is the result of people living longer than 70 years and 
thus occupying homes for longer; figure 5.2(a) shows that about 
50% of all persons live more than 70 years. Also the example does 
not allow for the demand for flat type accommodation from groups 
of young people (loss than 20 years old) 1 e.g, students, or for 
peopl0 marrying when younger than 20. The discrepancy in form, 
i~e. actual growth is decreasing v1hile "model" growth is increasing? 
can be explained by changes in the amount of finance available fo1~ 
home building •. From about 1958 considerable assistance was made 
available, by the Gove.rnrnent, in tho form of "Family benefit 
capitalization" (an advance on moneys due) (33). The value of 
this assistance has since been eroded by inflation. Since about 
1967, when a mild recession occurred~ loans for housing finance 
have been increasingly hard to obt~in and this, together with a 
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high rate of inflation, has produced the pronouncsd drop in the growth 
of dome~tic consumer numbere~ 
Growth in energy usage oc·~urs if more appliances are bought and, 
or 1 existing ones are given more use. Domestic appliances belong to 
that class of goods known to economists as consumer durables. Pyatt 
(13) has developed modellings of the ~ccumulation 9 by hous~holds, of 
durable goods of all kinds. Much of this work can be applied to 
the accumulation of electrical appliances arid hence to modelling the 
growth of a consumer's ene:.·gy usage. 
Assume consumers can only choose to own appliances in a set B. 
A con~;tuner need not own nll the appliance:3 in B? which may be made 
large enough to permit t~e ownership of several appliances of one 
type, e.g. severE,l radintors or radio::;~ Let A,t denote a set of fdl . 
appliances actually owned by consumer i in the interval (t,t+ At); 
.1.3., C B~ also from Chapter c: 1 (;]., C A. ~~~G /~lC 
necessarily, be as ma~y different subsets 
There may 1 but not 
~ .. as there are domestic 
/""' J, G 
consumers in the regi': lH Let ma~:; (c.) denote the maximum rate of 
J 
energy usage (demand) of a member j 1 of B. The maximum amount of 
energy which consume1· i can use in the interval t is then 
max (wit) 
.,~g 
,! ,~ J. t 
The nGtual amount of energy used is a function of usage given 
each member of ;9 ., • 
J, "C 
Let u .. be a us0ge factor 9 0 ~ u,. ~ ·1, 
~J lJ 
such that the actual usage in interval t is given by 
\'1.' = 
l'C L: 
J. c'E. 13 . ,. J.t 
u. .. max ( c . ) .6. t 
1 :J J 
(5.13) 
Assume that uij' j epit' does not ~hange from one ~nterval 
to the next,, Growth of a consumer~s energy usage now occurs only 
. 
when additional appliances are purchased, and used; i.e. u .. ) 0 
1J 
Assume also that worn out appliances are 
immediately replaced so chat the .subset 1t6 i·t never decrea.ses with 
time. This means that original purchases of members of B must 
occur before growth of 0nergy usage can occur. 
'l'he proba':Jility that. consumer i buys an appliance j in the 
interval (t,, ·t + L':l.t) i.s then the joint probability that i chooses 
to buy j next from t~~e alternatives available, and that a purchase 
is actually made in i~terval t and that the appliance is not 
already owned~ Let J: be the event that j is pu.rc:hased next, I 
J t 
the event that a pur~hase is made in interval t and L~ the event 
that a subset ~ ,#t~B is owned. Hence; 
p (consumer i buys j in interval t ) 
for j ~ B 
The summationis over all subsets p 1 of which j is not a member. 
rl'he qu;::mt:Lty being sun1rned )n equation 5., 'Jit. may also be writ ten, 
·'I;~ j and /3 , J·J:,ov= B (I.;J ..,_. 
The expected demand fro!(, consumer i for appliances j in the 
interval ( t . , t + ,6 t) is t.'n.en 
(consumer i bu;ys) 
E ( j in (t~ t +.6t)) = 
( ) 
rncmbcrr~ in B; hence there are 
(2m(B)_·'I) posG:i.ble sul.·,sets (3 o There are a total of 
(B) ~'2m(B) 1.i m x, - , termE of the form p(Jjiit n L~ ) possible. These 
terms are s~ateruents 0f the relative priorities giv0n to ownership 
of each appliance in D by consumer i. ( m(B) , ) Tho 2 -1 terms 1 
1'( rtf L (.) ) , form a mc:asure of the rate at v1hich the consumer 
accumulates applie.nc,;s., The prqbability thnt a consumer owns each 
appliance in B cnn brl determined from the (2m(B)_1) probabilities 
(consumer ow:1s ) )-I 
p ( j in interv,J l t) ;:::: p (L ~~ ) 
( ) "''"'""' 
1lf3 ' 
j ~ p and ,j e B 
·- OWN t 
( j) (5.17) 
rl'he probabilities p(:L(c~) together with equation ~5.17 may be used 
to determine the level of ownership of appliancea in B. Hence if 
the tirrie path of the p (L (3 can be determined then so can tho 
accumulation of annliancas. Each memb~r of B has a known maximum 
max ( c . ) • 
J 
Provided ·the usage factor u. . can be 
lJ 
on,imated for each j~ j c/t. f3it , j e B, e.g. by observation of 
con.sumers owning j~ then the growth of energy usage by consumer i 
can be determined~ 
Now the quantity on the left of ~quation 5.16 is the expected 
demand for each appliance in Bi the quanti by OVINt ( j), V ,j ~ B 9 is 
@ 
the probability that each appliance is owned. Let OWNt(j) denote 
the rate of change of probabilities of ownership. 
OWN (J') 
t 
(consumer i buys ) 
E ( j in ( t, t + ~ t) ) 
( ) 
J,f j ~ B and t > 0 
This holds provided (see Pyatt (13)); 
Then 
(a) the priority elements, p ( ,J .\It n TJ (.3 ) ~ remain 
,] 
constant from time zero to time present and 
(b) the rates of accumulation of appliances for two 
subsets (3 ~ 1 /3 with m( (J ) ~ m( 
1 (3 ) are the 
same from time zero to time present~ 
From equation 5o18 the time pattern of movements in appliance 
ownership may be ascertained 1 and hence the growth of energy usage. 
So far nothing has been said about the form of the quantities 
This is the subject of the 
5.3.4 The determinants of the priority and velocity 
of appliance accumulation 
The p:ciol'ity to;'ms9 p(J'j lit n L (3)' Gtate the .strategy '!lhich 
'·' t:''~'!l.·<>~'rl1'?:!.' t•1n1..1ld adopt were it acU.vely accnrnulating goods. 
'1H) 
Consumers tend to clas~:d.fy appliances into 11 nece.ssary 11 anJ. "luxury" 
items. 'J.'he strategy is such tha.t "necessary" items <J.re bought 
before "luxury" items. Clearly, however~ what con~titutes a 
"necessary" item can vary between consumers. In this section an 
attempt is made to identify the factors influential in the formation 
of the strategyo 
Firstly there are physical restraints on the choices a 
consumer can makeQ A consumer with an efficient oil fired central 
heating system is unlikely to purchase electric radiators~ 
Secondly personal taste :i..s influent ;_,J.l becauso p( J j I It (l J, p ) is a 
statement of consumer preferenceso Personal tasta dictates the 
cHvioion betvJee'n "necessary" and 11 1uxury 11 items ar.d the ordering 
of appliances in each category; eog. some consun''3rl3 may prefer 
a washing machine before a refrigerator and vice versa~ 
A third influence is the relative prices of all goods a~d 
electrical appliances in particuiar. The relative prices of 
appliances influence the p(Jj,It n Lp) to the extent that items 
of otherwise simila~ attractiveness are ranked 3.ccording to 
relative price. Clea.rly? hov1ever 9 expensive 1?1lt 11 necessa.ry 11 
items 1 such as elect~ic ranges, will most likel;r have priority 
over 11 luxury 11 but inexpensive items such as rad:·.os., 
11? 
Pyatt (13) and Speight (28) suggest that the p(J.,I, n .Lp) . J .G (-' 
is largely independent of the prices of goods except those items 
in B which the consumer does not already own. This is reasonable 
C..O.,I.J p(cT..;jrtn 1.6) makes no statement about preference.s for other 
J f I 
goods. The prices of other goods may however affect tho velocity 
with which electric appliances are accumulated. While .lhe ordering, 
or priority, given to the purchase of appliances, and other durable 
goods 1 is dependent on relative pric~s the velocity of &cc~mulation 
is dependent on absolute prices. Consequently a price change has 
little effect on the p( J j j It n L fo) if it does not ch:cnge the price 
relativity. 
Changes in a consumer's income and wealth (which may be 
viewed as accumulated purchasing power (13)) have th0 inverse effect 
to changes in absolute I)r:\.ces! • 1 i ., e. an increase in absolute j.ncome 
or wealth has the same effect as a decrease in abs~lute priceo 
An increase in wealth relative to prices leaves the consumer able 
to puPchase appliances sooner than odginally planned. The 
availability of credit nnd renting facilities influences thf) 
velocity of aect.unulation; if credit is availabl;· t,hen a con::mmer 
can finance a purchase out of income and obtain ~he appliance 
immediately? rather than wait until sufficient naalth (i.e. savings) 
has accumulated~ 
Changes in the price of e;oods in B, but nol. yet ovmed? relative 
to the price of goods 1 both durable and perishable, outside B alters 
the velocity of accumulation; eog. a relative increase in the 
price of food reduc~s the amount of money avail;lble for the purchase 
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of appliances and henoe slows the velocity of accumulation. 
An important factor~ not discussed so far~ is the number of 
people and their, age distribution forming the consumer. The numb~r 
cf i!rleccssa.ryH appliances in a household~ e,g~ electric range 1 
refrigerator 1 water heater, is largely independent of ho~isehold 
population$ The number of 11 lu:xury 11 items such as portable radiators, 
radios etc does vary with the household population. 
children in a family grow they become more involved in anergy 
usage~ having their own radiators etc in tl1eir own rooms when in 
their late teens. The influence of the size and age distribution 
of the household population on the priority matrix is largely 
restricted to the "luxury" itemso 
5.3.5 Evaluation of consumer load growth 
Evaluation of the model of consumer load growth requires 
knowledge of the energy requirements of all appli2nces in the set 
B, the priority terms pCJ j lrt n L fJ) and accumuJ.ation velocity 
terms p(ItiLp )1 togeth~r with the usage factors, uij' for each 
consumer. While the general form of p(Jjlit n J,~ ), p(ItiLp) 
can be outlined, .as dis,cussed in the previous sE·ction, a compre-
hensive evaluation requires a field survey. S11ch a survey has 
not been carried out at the time of writing~ br.t see (94) and(96). 
The major objectives of a field survey wot:Ld be to determinei 
for a specified set of available ~ppliances1 
(a) the subsets (.3 it for each consumer surveyed, 
(b) the pd.ority given by each consumer to the p~1rchase 
of appliances not yet owned 9 
(c) how soon the consumer expects to be able to purchase 
these appliances, and 
(d) the usage given members of f3 it. 
From ;bjectives (b) and (c) the probabilities p(J j I It n L (3 ) and 
p( It Jr, f3 ) respectively may l::e determined. From (a) and (d) the 
probabilities of ownership of appliances and the usage given them 
may be determined$ Combined w:l th a knowledge of max (c.),'>¢ j E Bt 
J 
the expected growth in a conaumervs ~nergy usage may be determinedo 
5.3.6 The appliance usage factor. 
The appliance usaee factor is extrem~ly important in the 
determination of actual energy usage; so far it has been assumed 
constant. Changes in tr·.:! population of a household affect the. use 
of owned appliances. This is observed particularly for the 
"necessary" appliances ::uch as electric ranges and water heaters .. 
A large ·household population is likely to utilize bathing and 
laundering facilities to a greater extent than a small one 9 thus 
raising hot water conuumption and the usage factor of the water 
heater~ A similar effect is observed for ranges. Consequently. 




The exact form of the relationship ~quation 5.20 must be 
determined by field measurements on appliances owned by consumers 
similar in all respncts except for popula.tion. 'l'hese have not 
been done although tJch a survey was to have been carried out in 
New Zealand in 1969 (?). 
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The consumer's wealth or income is not likely to have a 
significant effect on u ..• 
lJ A consumer tends to use appliances 
owned without mu,ch regard for opera t:i.ng cost. The usage factor 
may be modified to the extent that a consumer can cut down on 
wustage of energy (29)o 
The growth of non-domestic energy requirements cannot be 
treated in the same way as the growth of domestic requirenrentso 
Non-domestic consumers exist to supply goods and services 
. 
demanded by the regional population (and, by implication, 
domestic consumers)o New consumers form only if there is 
sufficient demand for a particular good~ or service, in excess 
of that which can be met by existing consumers. The dema11d is 
considered "sufficient" if the consumer can make a profit on se.les 
(28, '19). Consequently new ~onsumers are not generated by 
existing consumers as in the domestic case; rather/lgrowth of 
consumer numbers occurs as a result of expansion o~ the market 
for goods and services~ 
The operations cairied on by each non-domestic consumer 
dictate what electrical appliances are owned and hence the 
consumer's potential energy usage. Because the purchase of 
appliances represents a cost, the consumers only own those 
necessary for the particular operation. Purchases are generally 
made at the time the consumer is formed and there is no subsequent 
accumulation of appliances as in the domestic case~ 
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5.4.1 Growth of commerci~l energy usage. 
Commercial consumers distribute goods and services to the 
. 
regional population. The demand for any particular item comes 
from tlw.t portion of the popuJ,ation with o. need, or desire, for that 
i~em and the ability to pay for it. The whole population contributes 
t) the demand for "necessary" items such as basic foodstuffs, 
clothing e.nd some household equipment~ while for ''luxury" i tams, 
e.g. recreational equipment, the demand comes from only a·fraction 
of the population~ 
The population expends its income firstly on "necessary" 
goods, secondly on "luxury" goods. Consequently the prices of 
all goods relative to the populations' income has a direct effect 
on the demand for goods and hence on the volume of sales (13, 28)a 
Each commercial consumer desires to make a profit on sales. For 
any particular item the sales volume is restricted by population 
Sl.Zeo The amount of profit made on an item is limited by buyer 
resistance, competition etc (28). Hence if each consumer is to 
make & profit some minimum volume of sales is required. 'I' his 
sets an upper limit on the number of commercial consumers, as a 
fun~tion of population size,given that the populations' income is fixed. 
The1~e is a limit on the distance people are prepared to travel, 
and which it is economical to travel~ to obtain goods and sarviccoo 
This limit is relatively low for 11 necessary 1'items 1 higher fo:c 
"luxury" itomso The limit can be modified by .altering the prices 
of goodsi e.g. supermarkets offer goods at lower prices than corner 
groceries and hence attract custom from a wider area. As a result 
population density imposes a lower limit on the number of 
consume r.s; this applies mainly to consumers trading in 11 necessary 11 
items,such as foodstuffso 
In any interval of time (t, t + ~ t) the number of 
commercial consumers in existence, 
( 3) 
Nt , is some fraction of 
t:;.e regional population, Pt ; i.e. 
= (5.21) 
where h t constant of proportionality such that 0 < ht < 1. 
The bounds on N~3 ) imposed by population density and profitability 
restrict ht to a smaller range than (O, 1). The actual range 
may vary between geographical regions. 
As the population grows so does th~ demand for goods and 
services. Giv~n a sufficiently large population increase the· 
increase in commercial consumer numbers is: 
::: 
= 
where P t+'l 
1_/3) 
t 
11+. 1 • p. 1 -+ "G+ 
+ 
Provided that th~re are no changes in 
(a) the proportion of the population desiring any 
particular item, 
(b) the age distribution of the population, and 
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(c) the volume of sales required for a consumer to make a profit, 
then 
h -;;+1 0 < ht+1' h, < "C 1 ·c r· ?3) :; . '-· 
If at the same time there is an increase in prices relative 
to incomes then the increase in the demand for good~ and services, 
and hence the volume of sales, is reduced (28). 
consumers form and 
h t+1 < 
Fewer new 
(5.24) 
An increase in the number of people who must be served for a 
consumer to make a sufficient profit has the s~me effect. If 
provisos (a) and (b) above do not hold then the parameter ht 
may or may not change. A change in (a) implies a change in the 
tastes of the population, ,this ~ay merely modify the types of goods 
and services being offered for saleo A change in (b) may mean 
completely different demands, e.g. a demand for "mod" clothes 1 
resulting in more consumers forming t6 handle the changed demand. 
Such changes are likely to be slow but diffi6ult to anticipate 
any great time in advance~ 
Knowledge of the number of commercial consumers does not 
imply a knowledge of their energy :cequire111ents. The number~ 
and type, of ap9liances owned by each consumer is largely deter-
mined by the size of the premises, as shown in Chapter 2; e.g. 
the larger the premises the more lighting and heating required 
for a given standard. Size 1 for a commercial consumer~ is 
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dictated to a large extent by the physical volume of sales. To 
handle a given volume requires a work-force of a certain sizeo 
Hence the size cif the work-force employed is also a measure of 
the size of the premises. If f3 .. ~ denotes the set of a':·1pliances 
lv 
owned by the i th consumer in interval ( t , t + At) thun the 
number of members of ~ it are given by 
m (Flit ) :: g (LB.,) l"G i- 1, ••• , 
where LBit = number of workers employed by i in interval to 
The energy usage of consumer i in interval t is thon 









( 3) z wt ::: w.t ( r:: "'7) 1 :J q c. 
i:::1 
However the size of Pit is generally fixed at the time the 
consumer is :formed. It is expensive for a conf.umer to make any 
major change of appliance types, hence max (cj) 1 j e ~it 1 is 
also fixed at formation. The usage each applj_ance is given is 
dictated largely by the hours of work, which iL New Zealand are 
well defined. Consequently the energy usage <,f existing 
commercial consumers does not grow to any great extent. Any. 
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variations. with time are likely to be random~ reflecting changes 
in u:i.j due to weather, et.::onomy drives by management etco 
It is difficult to 'estimate the energy requirements of 
consumers not yet formed ave~ lead times greater than tl~e time 
to erect buildingsQ If, for example 9 the volume of sa~es required 
for profitability increases, which for a given .6 Pt results in 
a reduction in ~and ht+1),. then the size of new 
consumers increases. The extent to which the resultant increase 
in average energy usage compensates for'the red11ced number of 
consumers is difficult to estimate. As a consequenJe extra-
polation of historical average energy usages must still be used 
to determine future energy requirements for this c}ass of consumer~ 
5.4.2 The growth of industrial energy usage9 
Gobds, to meet the demand from the population, are 
obtained from imports and from production within the region. 
The industrial consumers produce goods for use within the region 
and additionally for export. Establishment of an industrial 
consumer requires that a market for the goods to be produced 
exists and that the ''factors of production", Ln. labour a:nd 
ca.pitaJ., are available in sufficient quanti tie:> ( 19, 20, 28). 
A production process 1 once established, re~uires inputs 
of raw material, labour and energy~ The conh'ibution of each, 
measured in some suitable units (usually monettlry), to a unit of 
production is d.ependent on the particular proc:nss ~ e.g. electronic 
equipment has a low raw material and high labott:e' content~ 
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aluminium smelting has a high raw material and energy but low 
labour content. The degre~ of mechanization in a plant alters 
the relationship between the energy and labour contributions to 
the final product (32). Of the total energy requirements of 
industry only a portion is m~t by electricity~ the size of the 
portion is also dependent on the process; c.f. iron and aluminium 
ore smelting. Electricity is used extensively for lighting and 
motive power 9 and to a lesser extent· (because of relativel.Y high 
costs) for heating$ 
Once a manufacturing process is in ope~ation the relationship 
between the inputs for a given amount of production is unlikely 
to change. This is because a considerable cost is associated 
wit':~ such changes, whiGh in general require the replacement of 
existing plant by new plant~ Renee the inputs are linearly 
related to the output of a· given manufacturing process. 
Consequently, where electric energy is an input to a process~ 
the amount used in i~terval t is proportional to the amount 
of production in interval t; i.e. the electric energy usage 





production in interval t 
proportionality coeffiGient 
0 for PROD. 
~ J.t >,. 0) 
·1 ;.? 'l 
(J • is peculiar to each production process. 
J. 
The coefficient 
Its value varies with the good(s) being produced and with the 
degree of mechn~ization. For example, consider several industrial 
consumers all producing the same good by different processes. The 
consumer with the greatest degree of me~hanization will ~lso have 
the greatest energy requirement and the smallest labour input per 
unit of production. Thus for a given good there is a constant 
labour-energy product. The design ·of the plant alters the labour: 
energy ratio but not their product. Hence for highly mechanized 
plants (J. is high (assuming electricity,is the source of energy) 
~ 
while for labour intensive industries 75. is low. 
J. 
The total industrial electric energy usage in the region during 





PROD.t - ].' (5~.29) 
where numbet' of industrial consumers in interval t. 
Because of the linear relationship of equation 5.28 equation 







where ~t - an aggregate proportionality coefficient in 
interval t. 
An increase in energy usage accompanies any increase in 
production. The way in which the increased production is 
achieved is important when assessing the increase in energy 
usage$ 
Increased production may be achieved simply by working 
uxisting plant fo1' longer hours. The increase in energy 
requirements in interval t is then 
::: .6 PROD.t 
~ ~ 
Where A PRQDit = , change in production by consumer i · in 
interval t. 
There is no change in the coefficients, lS. ~ because the 
1 
plant has not been altered. An increase in the labour force 
may, or may not 1 be required; e.g. working overtime does not 
require additional labour, shift working does. In either case 
there is no change in the 'l( i (or 2St ) or the number of 
consumerse 
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When the necessary increase in production cannot be achieved 
by increased utilization of plant new consumers must form~ New 
consumers must also form if the goods demanded cannot be produced 
by existing consumers* Again the constraint of profitability 
limits the number of consumers that form in a given time interval~ 
Growth in the demand for manufactured goods is clearly a function 
of population growth; hence the increase in industrial consumer 
numbers in interval t is 
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The form of this function is peculiar to the regiono It may be 
moctiried by changes in the population's tastes and standard of 
l.iving. 
Each new consumer requires a labour force. If la.l: our is 
scarce or, equivalently, expensive relative to the cost of energy 
then there is·a tendency for new plant to be more highly 
mechanized (31). As a result the coefficients ( '(f • ' ~ 
i :;: of new plants are higher 
than those of existing plant. Such a situation is observed when 1 
as a result of government planning etc, the rate of growth of 
industrial production is increa~ed (78). Consequently the 
proportional rate of increase in electric energy usage exceeds 
the proportional rate of increase of productiono The increase in 
energy usage due to increased consumer numbers iu giveri by 
1\1(2) "N(2) 't +,(.At 
6." w< 2) 
t ' '6. L. ~ PRQDit 








The above development leading to equation 5.34 emphasizes 
that electric energy UGage is determin~d by the amount of 
production within the region. The form of the relationship is 
lo.rgeiy deL"".t'HlineU. uy Lh':: desig;fl v.f ii1dustrio.l plant and the 
EJ.IIailability of labour .. 
The coefficients~ ~ . t for existing plant may be determined 
). 
from historical datag e.g. using equation 5~30, while the, ~ ., 
). 
for projected plants can only be determined by some form of 
extrapolation, unless the plant is already under construction. 
The likely size of the future work-force will also influence 
estimates of future ~ :t • 
Before equation 5.34 can be used to estimate future energy 
usage the future demand for goods 1 and hence the level of 
production in the region, must be estimated. For household 
perishable goods 1 e,g. food ;nd clothing, the d~mand is a function 
of population size, For durable goods an analysis of households' 
accumulation processes~ similar to that outlined in section 5&3.3 
is requirecl0 
5 
L .. , . ~ . ./ Evaluation of growth of non-domestic energy usage • 
This section 1 so far, has divided non-domestic energy 
usaBe into two sectors, commercial and industrial, because of their 
different growth characteristico. Until recently (1969) records 
of energy usage have only been kept for the non-domestic sector 
as a wholee Consequently it is difficult to carry out any 
meaningful quantitative analysis of growth of energy usageo 
13'1 
In the preceding sections (5.4.1 and 5.4.2) the number 
of consumers (both commercial and ind~strial) has been postulated 
as a function o~ regional population size. In figure 5.4 non-
domestic cons11mer numbers are. plotted against population size 
for the whole of New Zealando This plot suggests that the 
relationship is approximately linear, i.e. 
total number of non~domestic consumers 
in interval t~ 
h constant of proportionality 9 and 
::; total population in interval to 
The total value of all goods and services produced in the 
region in interval t is measured by the region 1 u gross "national11 
product (GNP) in that interval (19). All non-Jomestic consumers 
handling a particular good contribute to its tot.al value. Hence 
GNP. is a measure of both industrial productio~ and commercial G ~ 
I 
sales volume in idterval t • This suggests also that non-
domestic energy usage is related to GNF. In fi.gu:ce 5.5 
non-·domestic energy usage is plotted against GILl? at constant 
prices. This plot shows a high correlation b!tween the variables. 
However~ changes in GNP cannot anticipate chan~es in energy usage 
as this is a prerequisite (in some form) for pcoduction; in fact 
changes in energy usage would anticipate, over lead times of one 
or two mo~ths? changes in GNP. Cpnsequently, if GNP is a 
variable i~ the growth model,forecasts of it must be made prior 
to energy usage forecastso Ball and Burns (63) have developed 
an econometric model of the UK economy which exhibits good fore-
casting accuracy over le&d times of one or two years. Over 
longer lead times 1 e.g. ten years, no alternative to trend 
oxtrapolation appears to be availableq 
Because it is difficult to estimate plant parameters e.g9 
the ~ ., and the demand for goods~ over lead times of teri or 
~ 
more years it appears that the models, as otitlined above, may 
be of limited usefulness. Extrapolation must .in general be 
used to determine these parameters and unless the errors in such 
extrapolations were extremely low it is unlikely that forecasts 
of energy usage obtained by combining such extrapolations would 
improve upon direct extrapolations of time series data. 
The models are of use in d~termining the ~ffects of changes 
in Government economic policy 1 for example, on electric energy 
usage. A sensitivity analysj.s of the model is possible. This 
is difficult to .do with time series models. 
A load growth structure has been developed. The basis for 
the structure is the growth of consumer numbers and the average 
energy usage of consumers$ 
Increases in domestic consumer numbers are shown to be 
governed by population growth, subject to sufficient dwellings 
being available. A domestic consumer's energy usage grows as 
132 
more appliances are purchased. The ordering of purchases is 
determined by necessity and personal taste while the rate at 
which appliances are purchased is governed by wealth and house-
ho·l d populn U.on. 
Non-domestic consumer numbers are determined by the size 
of the market for goods and hence population size. i\n upper 
limit on numbers is imposed by the requirement that each 
consumer's share of the market be s~fficient to enable a profit 
to be made. i\ lower limit 9 in the case of.commercial consumer~, 
is imposed by the population's willingness' to travel to purchase 
the desired goods. In the industrial case the availability of 
capital and labour also impose an upper limit on consumer numbers. 
The principal determinant of commercial electric energy 
usage is the size of the premises which~ it is shown~ is a 
function of the size of the 0ork-force employed. Industrial 
energy usage is a function of the amount of production; Plant 
design determines the amount of. electric energy required for each 
unit of production. Non-domestic consumers do not accumulate 
appliances in the Wn:J' domestic consumers do. Increases in an 
established non-domestic consumer's energy usage occur as a result 
of increased usage of existing appliances, i.e. by increasing 
their appliance usage factors. 
In the next chapter the short term behaviour of tho load is 
discussed. The determinants of appliance usags patterns and 
hence appliance usage factors are examined in some detailQ 
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CHAP'J~KR 6 
SHORT TEHM LOAD BEHAVIOUR 
6. '1 Introduction 
The Ahart term behaviour of the load 1s determined by the way 
consumers use their applianc<~s. In thir:; context 11 short term 11 
means from a few hours to a year. It was shown in Cha~ter 2 that 
the shape of the daily load curve is determined by the daily 
sequences of probabilities that appliances of each type are 
connected at each interval of the day~ The current chapter is 
. 
primarily concerned with the determination of these probabilities 
from the available data. The daily sequence of probabilities 
multiplied by the demand factor for each type of appliance forms 
a lead curve component. Thus the determination of the probabilities 
is equivalen~ to identifying and separating the load curve components 
from the complete loa6 curVe. 
A single component can only be identified if its contribution 
to the daily load curve varies ielative in some sense to the other 
components (?9). T.llB means that if several components vary with 
the same independent v~riable, e.g. time of day, in the same 
relative proportione .. they cannot be separated. lienee identification 
of the load componeJlts requires that appropriate transformations be 
applied to the data, In some circumstances the load curve will 
not separate into one component for each appliance type; e.g. the 
usage of all industrial appliances is determined by a common 
independent variable (time of day) and while their total contribution 
to the daily load c;rve can be separated from that of other appliances 
individual appliance contributions cannoto This 1s not a major 
restriction; it merely means that the components which are 
separated are aggregates of other components. 
Three models of the short. term load tehaviour are developed 
in this chapter. In the first the seasonal behaviour of the daily 
h•ad curve is synthesized from three artificial component load 
c urveso The model represents the load behaviour in average 
environmental conditions~ I..oad curves for enti:t·e seasona·l cycles 
can be generated with this model; it forms a useful tool for 
power system planning studieao 
A second model is based on Fourier series representation of 
the integrated demand in each interval of the day. It also 
represents load behaviour in an average environment. Generation 
of long sequences of load curves .is aJ.so. possible. 
The third model is based on the relationship between demand 
and the climatic variables, in particular temperature and hours 
of daylight. Using this model the load behaviour can be re-
produced for any given temperature conditions and hours of daylight~ 
Forecasting over lead times of a few hours to one or two days is 
the major application. It is shown that unless weather forecasting 
accuracy is improved and 1 or1 the model made more accurate it is 
not possible to achieve the accuracy desirable in short term demand 
:forecastso 
6Q 2 !lio~~JL~<~~i~j;_h~-~-":!:.'.~.::mc:_l_~~h::_~L~2£.-2.f ~t'Q;-:_ lp~d 
6.2.1 A physical explanation of seasonal behaviour 
Seasonal changes in the vwy .consutrters use their appliances 
are manifest as changes in the shape and magnitude of the daily 
lead curvecy These changes have been illustrated earlier, in figure 
2.2~ for an urban supply authority load of about 71000 domestic and 
9000 non-domestic consumers. The seasonal variation in. daily energy 
usage for this supply_authority is illustrated in figure 6.1; this 
variation is approximately sinusoida~ with a period of one.year. 
The load curves of figure 2.2 exhibit two peaks which occur 
at the same time each day, i.e, 6830 hours and 1730 hours. 
In fuid-summer a third, subsidiary, peak occurs at about 2030 hours. 
It occurs progressively e~rlier as winter approaches until it merges 
with the peak at 1730 honrs. The occurrence of this subsidiary 
peak coincideA roughly with the time of sunset. It is postulated 
that this peak iP caus<d by 'lighting. Lighting is turned on around 
the time of sunset and remains in use until some faiJ~ly regular time, 
e.g. 2200-2300 hours. As the sun sets earlier lights are turned on 
earlier but are still turned off at about the same time. The amount 
of lighting brought irtto use is determined by th~ numbers of rooms in 
use in a dwelling. !Ience the lighting load will tend to be larger 
in ea:r.l;y evening ·J whon more rooms are in use .. 
Lighting is als~ used if it is not fully daylight at the time 
when the population (;ets up in the morning 1 i.e. about 0630-0700 
hours on weekdays. This has the effect of increasJ.ng the rate of 
rise of demand in tho morning& 
Heating appliances are brought into use when the, internal 
temperature of buildings falls below soine 11 comfort=level" ( 80,81)? 
which can vary b~tween individuals. In the majority of households 
heating appliances are not used when the occupants are in bed 1 
regardless of temperature. ~he heating load first appears in the 
seasonal cycle in late eveninG as temperatures drop. As winter 
approaches it appears when the population gets up 1 remains on 
until the day is sufficiently warm and then reappears as temperatures 
drop toward sunset and then remains on until the population goes to 
bedo Again Lhe amount of heating in use in a dwelling at any 
particular time depends on the number of rooms in used 
6.2.2 A three component model of the·normalized daily load curve$ 
In this section a model which synthesizes the seasonal 
changes in load curve shape from three separate components is 
developed., To separate shape changes from magnitude changes the 
daily load curves may ·(Je normalized with respect to daily energy 
usageo If D.t denotos the integrated demand in the t th interval 
J-
* on day j ·then the co~responding normalized demand D.t is given By 
.) ' 
:rv: 
\"' D 't ) " L /.f ,) . 
t := 1 
where M - number of daily intervals, eog~ 48 half hourly intervals 
L = any constantj usually 1 or 100 
A three componeltt model was postulated to explain the observed 
seasonal changes in 1;he shape of the nox'malized daily load curve~ 
The three components are: 
1. A base component representing the constant shape 
portion of the load curve; this component has two 
seasonally stationary pe~ks at 0900 and 1730 hours. 
2. An additive morning component with a peak at 0700 
hours and a magnitude that varies sinusoidally ~ith 
the time of the year. 
3. An additive evening component of constant magnitude 
but varying duration. The .duration is assumed to 
vary sinusoidally with the time of the year~ 
Mathematically this model of the normalized integrated 
demand in internal t on day j is written; 
""* Djt=a 1f 1t+a2 (1 + sin 
(2rf.i c-r + 
where N = number of days in tho seasonal cycle (assumed to be 365)~ 
f 
1t 
base component of constant shape, 
f 
2
t ::: morning component also of constant f;hape ~ 
r3 t(j) = evening component with a shape dependnnt on j • 
w2 ::: phase shift constant to align the uodel with the 
seasonal cycleo 
In the model each component is represented as o tabulated function 
of the daily interval t in figure 6o2 the banic shapos of the 
components are plotted. Tho use of tabulated ;unctions is 
particula:cly useful when the model is implement()d on a digital 
computer as the shape of the components can 'oe H-J.rJily changed to 
represent a different load3 
The evening component r 3t(j) has the following properties. 
For intervals t ~ t 1 , see figure 6.2 1 the shape remains constant 




is tho interval immedia~;ely following the la.test time 
The time of sunset varies with j the variation is 
approximately sinusoidal with a period of one year. The shape of 
the function f 3t(1) in figure 6.2 for t <t1 represents the way in 
which lighting is brought into use. This portion of r 3t(1) is 
shifted left on the time axis by an integral number of intervals, ~ 





a+ (1 +sin 
( 
;;::: a scaling 
( 211' . • ... ) ) 
(1f~J. + ..., ~-) ) 
factor a4 ~ o, and 
- phase : hi·ft consta.Y.'lt to align the 
model with the 
::: 
seasonal cycle. 
0 < t ~ (t = "C:) 1 
In the time between sunset (at t 1 - ~) and time t 1 
- f ~t ( 1) 
-- 1 
( 6.5) 
( 6. 6) 
Typical variations of f 3t(j) with j are shown ::Ln figure 6.3. 
Clearly whether the model successfully represents changes in 
load curve shape rests on the specification of the component shapes 
The component shapes 
may be determined from historical data by a mathematicnl technique~ 
if one is available, or from experience in a way analogou0 to that 
of Reps (6?)~ Given the components, the scale factors lilay be 
determined by fitting the model to actual datao 
6.2.3 Experimental verification of the three component model. 
The model of seasonal load behaviour.represented by equations 
6.2 to 6.6 was applied to the new data shown in figuro 6.4. This 
data is the set of consecutive Tuesday load curves i~ the year 
27.3.67 - 31.3.68 for the urban load of figure 2.2 By using only 
TueGday load curves day-of-week effects are avoided, Public 
holidays occurred on the 5th and I+Oth Tuet3days 9 and the 41st occurred 
during the annual summer ho1iclay:c:_;; on the::;e days ·;he indnstd.Rl 
load was not contributing to the demand. The we8~her on the 28th 
Tuesday was unusual for the time of the ye~r and the load curve on 
this day had. an unusual shapeo Consequently theGe four days were 
ignored in .the experimento 
The remaining '+9 daily load curves were nornalizP.d such that 
N ::: L~8 
\' 
L, ( 6. 7) 
t - 1 
For each interval t of tho day the 49 observations of the 
normalized demand were averaged, a standard deviation computed 
and the maximum and minimum values of normalized demand deter-
mined. These four quantitica arG plotted for each daily interval 
The shapes of the model components in figure 6.2 were 
determined from the mean curve of figure 6.~also plotted in 
figure 6.2 , as follows; 
1. The mean curve was modified over the intervals 0600 to 
0900 to shift the morning peak to 0900 hours~ 
2o '.rhe subc-3idiary evening peak on the mean curve wan 
removed to give a constant drop in demand for each 
interval from 1900 to 2400 hours. 
The curve remaining after steps 1.and 2.,when tabulated,forms the 
base component. 
3o The base component was subtracted from the mean 
cu:cve. 
The .morning recidual from step 3 formed the f 2 t component in 













were found by ~inimizing the functional 
* D .... 
,]1:· 
length of seasonal cycle in daysq and 
M = number of intervals in the day~ 
Tho unconstrained minimization technique due to Rosenbrock (82). 
was used to perform the actual minimi~ationm 
The normalized daily load curveu generated by the model 
(equation 6u2) were then subtracted from the normalized raw data 
to give a set of daily error curves; i.eQ 
i< A* 
e jt = Djt - D.t ,) (6.9) 
t ·- 1' 41 0 ts 9 H :;:: l~8 
j - '1, IJ 0 6 ' N = ~~9 
Not.e that 
lt9 Lr8 
min (F) = t I: I e jt j 
j=:1 t=1 
At each interval of the day the maximum and minimum values of e.t 
J 
were determined and the mean computed. If the model :cep:ro:>ented 
the data perfectly all three values wottld Le zero for all intervals~ 
In fact the model is not perfebt; it was considered satisfactory 
if the mean was zero at each interval of the day. 
The initial choice of component shapes, as in figure 6.2 1 did 
not give zero mean error in all intervals of the day. ·rrw shapes 
were nodified manually, 'to reduce the mean error, and new scaling 
factors computed together with a new set of daily error curves. 
After five repetitions of thia process no further improvement 
appeared possible. In figure 6.6 the final shapes of the 
components and the final scale factors are shown. In figure 6.? 
the mean 1 maximum and minimum values of the error expressed as 
percentages of the daily energy usage are plotted~ 
These experimental results show that changes in the shape 
of the daily load curve can be represerited using only three 
components with reasonable accuracy. However experimentation 
the model components to give 
tte best agreement with actual data& The existing model only 
represents changes in daily load curve shape. It contains no 
information as to the magnitude of the demand. The seasonal 
changes in daily load curve shape mu~t be regular, e.go s\nu-
soidal. Variations which are a result~ for example~ of abrupt 
weather changes cannot be representedo 
6.2.,4 An extension of the th:cee component model, 
The model described above is based on load curves normalized 
with respect to daily energy usage. The model can be rest0red to 
units of demand simply by scaling each curve by the appropriate 
daily energy usage value. A·suitable model of the daily energy 
usage on day j of the year is suggested by figure 6.1 to be 
W. = W + W oin 
J b s 
2 
(2·rrj w) 
(-N-~ + ) 
Where Wb - annual average daily energy usage 1 
W = peak to peak seasonal variation in daily 
s 
energy Udage 1 and 
w = phase shift constant to o.l:Le;n the model with 
the seasonal cycle. 
(6.11). 
The resulting model of the integrated demand in interval t on 
da;-/ j becomes 






E~tim~tes of the parameters Wb and W may be determined from . s 
historical energy usage data as follows; 
:::: 
1\ 















VI , sin (2 1'1 :i wi (-N~ .. .,. + ) J 
(6.13) 
w Note that s is the coefficient of the first sine t~rm in the 
2 
Fourier expansion of the daily 0nergy usage data~ 
In figure 6.8 the sequence of daily load curves generated by 
the model of equation 6.12, with parameters calculated for the 
data of figure 6.4, is plotted~ li'igur'~ 6.8 may be compru:ed with 
the actu0l load curves of figure 6.4~ The model tends to over-
emphasize the magnitude differences and underemphasize changes in 
shape. 'l'hat the model. generates a smoothed seq1~ence of loarl 
curves can be seen by comparing figure 6.8 with the mean weekday 
curves of figure 2.2. 
Each component of the model described abov(: represents a 
contd_bution from a distinct group of appliance:;. :rhe shape 
of each component is a. measure of the prohab:ili~;y of finding 
appliances in tha. t group connected in each inte t·vnl of the day~ 
150 
These probabilities were determined on a trial and error basis in 
the above model. In this sect~on two mathematical techniques 
for identifying components directly from the raw data are discussed. 
6.3.1 Component identificacio~ using the ~arhunen-Loeve Expansion. 
The Karhunen-Loeve expansion~ which is discussed in chapter 
I+ and Appendices I3 and c, resolves an ensemble of sample functions 
into a set of orthogonal functions with uncorrelated coefficientso 
Using the discrete form of the expansion the integrated de~and in 
interval t on day j may be represented exactly (83) by, 
H i 
Djt :::: t a .. 'A. ¢it (6o'l4) J~ 1 
i - 1 
Where a .. uncorrelated coefficient 
JJ. 
The 'A 1 ,{¢it, t = 1~ ••• 9 t1} ,i=1, ••'I M are the eigenvalues and 
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The product (a ... ~J ) is a measure of the energy associated 
Jl l 
with the component ¢1 on day (72). 
It was hypothesized that the orthogonal functions for an 
ensemble of load curves over an entire seasonal cycle would be 
the desired component load curves. If this were so the assoc-
iated a .. would behave in some consistent fashion for j = 1, ••• , N, 
J J. 
representing the seasonally changing contribution of that component~ 
••• t 
For the ensemble of load curves in figure 6. 4 the {¢it, t=1 t 
i\. 
:t 
and a .. for 
J~ 
). ;:: 1 7 ••• ' M ~ j::: 1, ••• , N were 
calculated. The ¢it and aji corresponding to the three largest ~ i 
are plotted in figures 6.9 (a) and (b) respectively. Note that ¢ 1t 
has the Ghape of tha average daily load cur~e for the ensemble 
while the a
1
j varies with j in a similar way to the daily energy 
usage in figure 6.1. However, the a.. for i > 1 in figure 6o 9 (b) 
Jl. 
do not exhibit behaviour consistent with the hypothesis that the 
associated ¢it represex1t seasonally varying component loads. 
Further consideration of the nature of the Karhunen Loevc 
expansion shows that it can only distinguish load curve components 
in certain caseo. As a simple illustration consider the case 
where there are only two integrated demand intervals in each day. 
Each daily load sequence may then be treated as a vector in two 
dimensional space; the vector for day j is denoted by V .• 
-vJ 
'l'hree such vectors m•e drawn in figure 6$10(a). The directions 
of each vector are datermined by the shape of the load curve. 
The vectors of figurr 6.10(a) resolve into orthogonal vectors; 




~2 (6.,17) :::: i\2 
Vector ~ · is a measure of the common components of the load 
,..., 1 
vectors, l/J .-, a measure of the vector differenceso 
M L. 
In figure 
6.10(b) the load vectors have oimilar directions; reflecting 





These two simple examples illustrate the point that the 
Karhunen Loeve expansion can identify load components only if the 
components alter the shape of the load curve. As the statistical 
summary of figure 6.5 shows, the change in ~hape of the daily 
load curve is relatively small~ Any seasonal changes that do 
occur are swamped by variations ~rising from changes due to weather 
etc. Hence the apparently random variation of the a .. 
J J. 
in 
figure 6. 9( b) o 
6.3.2 Component identification using Fourier analysis. 
A plot of the integrated demand at a particular interval of 
the day for consecutive days of the year exhibits an approximately 
sinusoidal variation 1 e.g. curve (a) in figure 6Q12 which is drawn 
for interva.l lw, i.e. ;~ooo hours. This suggests that a Fourier 
analysis of the data may identify component loads as higher frequency 
terms. The Fourier series model of the demand at interval t on 
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length of seasonal cycle in days. 
cos 
(6.17) 
Estimates of the coefficients in this model can be obtained from 
raw data as follows; 













for i = 1 1 ••• 1 K 
t 1 1 ••• , H 
sin ( 2 '1'1' :i. 
N 
j) (6.18) 
cos ( 2 'r1 i ,----~ 
N 
These coeffici2nts were calculated for each daily interval over N 
153 
= 371 consecutive days with K = 100; the load was the same as that 
in figure 2.2. These calculations revealed that the sine 
coefficients for i = 1 and i = 53 were the most significant at all 
intervals of the day. The sequence a 1t fort= 1, ••• , M represents 
the additive seasonal component while the a 53t component represents 







., f<•i.' t = 1, ••• ~ Jv1 ::: l.f8 are plotted in figure 6.12$ 
"G 7 G 
To illustrate tne mismatch between the raw data and Fourier 
series model daily GlTOr cu:cves for the data of figure 6.1l were 
calculated by 
~· ( 
A "' 2'f1i j:::1-J•••1 N (6~19) ejt ::: Djt aot + a,lt sin -~-,~) N 
t('>•1 "1 'J -l ll 0 , M 
Where N - 53, the number of days in the seasonal cycle 
of 'l'uesdays, o.nd 
were the sequences plotted in figure 6.11& 
l'he sequence of e . .._ 
JG 
for j = 1, ••• , 53 in interval 36 (t = 36) 
is plotted in curve (b) in fi~ure 6.11. If the model were 
perfect curve (b) would be zoro for all j. The deviations from 
zero may be attributed to 
(a) deviations of the weather from the seasonal norm~ 
and 
( "\-,) 
\ u holiday nil 
Thus the model of the dem~nd in ~quation 6.19 is a smoothed.model. 
For the purposes of comparison with the three component model a 
sequence of 53 daily loaJ curves was generated by 
A 
These 






·- aot + a1t 
- 1 ' ... 1 
= 1 ' ... •l 
curves arf. 
r: ·- 53 
:.< - 48 
plotted 
be compared with figrtri::' 6.8. 
( 6. 20) 
in figure 6. '13• 'rll.is figure may 
It is apparent that the Fourier 
series model generat2s a much smoother set of load curves. Both 
model generated figu~es may be compared with figure 2.2(b). This 
compariGon shows thr.t both models represent the average behaviour 
of the dail,y load cHrveso 
Models such as those described so far treat the seasonal 
demand variation as being sinusoidally dependent on time alone9 
Provided the determinants, e.g. temperature, of the seasonal 
variation also var'y sinusoidally 1 acceptable agreement between 
model and data is obtained. When the determinant variables 
deviRtn frn~ ~hPir ~ssumed sinus0id~l behaviour the models break 
dol'ln, as the various figures show. An analysis of the dependence 
6f demand on temperature and daylight illumihation is tbe subject 
of the next section. 
6.4 Climate and short term load behaviour 
6.4.1 Temperature sensitivity of the load 
The form of the temperature se~sitivity of the load is 
illustrated in the scatter diagrams of Appendix D. In these 
diagrams the integrated demand data of figure 6.4 (for the second 
half hour of each hourly period) is plotted against the amb~.ent 
air temperature measured on the hour. 
'rhe main feature of these. plots is a well defined breakpoint 
1.55 
which occurs about a temperature of 60°F £or most of the day. 'Ehit.> 
breakpoint occurs at a slightly lower temperature (about 55°F) during 
the ho~rs 0100 to 0600. The temperature at which these breakpoirits 
occur Gorresponds to th<; 11 comfort thresholds 11 determined by Bastings 
and Simmons (81) of 60°F for living rooms in dwellings and about 54°F 
for bedrooms. The comfort threshold varies between different 
countries; c.f. 65°F in Britain and 72°F in the U.S.A. (80~ 81~)o 
Demand riseo approximately linearly with decreasing temperatu~e 
below the breakpoint, while above it there is relatively little 
change in demand. Most of the very low observations in Appendix D 
occurred during the Christmas holiday period. 
6. Lt-. 2 Demand - temperature models 
The t~mperature sensitive portion of the load is composed mainly 
of heating appliances. These are used 1 in general 1 to modify the 
internal temperature of buildings. Hence the demand is sensitive 
to the int~rnal temperature of -buildings rather than the ambient 
air temperature. 
t ) on day j'.l by 
Denote tho internal temperature during interval 
The relationship between e and the jt 
corresponding external temperature, denoted by Tjt' is determined 
by the construction of the building, i.e. materials and amount of 
ventilation! and its orientatj_on with respect to sunshine (14, 84, 
85).. In genera.l the inte:tnal tem'perature lags changes of external 
temperature; the amount of lag depends on the building's con-
struction and may vary widely between buildings (84). Conse-
quently the asoessment of the time lag appropriate to a particular 
load~ and its mixture of building types, must be ba.sed primarily 
on a data a.nalyuiso 
A simple? empiric~l 1 expression for the internal temperature 
assumes the rate of ch8::1ge of internal tempera.ture pJ."oportional ·to 
the temperature diffe~ence across the walls of the building; i.eo 
d9 
::: (6.21) 
Where T :;:: ambient air temperature 9 
e ::: internal. temperature, and 
"1 :::: recipron~l of the thermal time constant$ 
The solution of this equation in continuous form is (see Davies 
e 
c<J 
'! f exp ( - ~ 7: ) T ( T ) d '!: 
0 
Where 't' ::: 0 is the present time and is mea:.mred 
toward the past, and 
e = internal temperature at time ~ = 0 
After replacing the integral by summation over sufficiently small 
time intervals and making the substitution 
P ---· exp ( ~ '?_ ) (6 .• ?3) 





Where K = a constant such that the ambient temperatures in 
intervals further than K intervals :Lnt<) the past 
have negligible effect on the internal temperature 
at time t • 
A correlation analysis performed by Davies (14) t0 determine p 
gave a value p = 0.955, which corresponds to a t~ermal time 
constant of about 22 hours; iGe, K = 22. Thes(l values appl:y 
to English conditions and are not necessarily ap~ropriate in New 
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Zealand because of differences· in building const:.'uction. However 
Bastings (8Lt) compares the thermal transmittanc<· (U)? which is 
defined as the rate o.f heat. transfer from the i:Jternal air i;o 
external air (B.t.u. per square foot per hour p·;r °F) ·> of buildings 
in England and New Zealando In England, typi:al values of U are 
0.2, in New Zealand 0.4 < U ( 0.6, ioeo two to three times greatero 
Hence the thermal time constant for New Zealand Loads is likely to 
be about half of the figure obtained by Davies; i.e. about 10 
hours a In the absence of b0tter information a value of p = OQ9 
was adopted for preliminary studies. 
Sn~e evidence of the t~uc value of the thermal time constant 
in New Zealand is contained in Appendix D. On the 28th Tuesday 
of the year, i.e. curve 28 in figure 6.4i high morning temperatures 
occurred; about 10 a.me tempe:catures dropped suddenly; see curve 
(a) of figure 6.14. After some time lag the demand began.to rise 
as in curve (b) of figure 6.14~ In Appendix D the demand-
temperature pairs on day 28 are .identified for the hours 0800 
to 1?00 hours,, An estimate of the time the demand took to reach 
the level appropriate to the lower temperature can be obtained 
by counting the hours from the time of the temperature drop until 
the point merged with other points; this is about 8 hours. This 
result confirms the choice of 'P ::: Oo9 as a reasonable value to use. 
In figure 6~15 a scatter diagram of demand against the internal 
temperature of buildings (calculated from equation 6a24 with K = 21 
hours) is shown for interval 40 9 i.e. 1930 - 2000 hours. This 
diagra~, like those in ~ppendix D1 exhibits a break-point at about 
60°F, with the demand varying linearly with temperature above and 
below this pointp With this information the :following model of the 
demand-temperature relationship was proposed: 
I ·~ ·• '"· e t 
0. 
ejt ~ 6o F 
Where e 't - internal temperature in interval t on day j~ 
,) 
obtained from equation 6e24 with p = 0~9 1 and 
constants to be determined 0 
The parameter aBt represents ~he constant base load which exists 
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for all temperatures, a&t is a measure of the sensitivity of the 
load to temperature changes. Both parameters must be istimated 
from actual data by, for exarnple 1 regression analysise 
A regression analysis was performed on the demands from 
figure 6.4 and the associated internal temperatures. Those 
data points which occurred on pUbiic -holidays and during the annual 
summer holidays, e.g. those denoted by a square in figure 6.15 9 
were ignored in the anal~'sis. In figure 6o16 the estimates of the 
coefficients o~tained are given. 
Using th1s model of equation 6.25 much of the seasonal 
variation in demand is explained. This is showri in figure 6.17(b) 
where curve (i) is the variation of integrated demand in interval 
40 about the annual nwan for that :i.nterval. Demands for the days 
ignored in the regres~ion analysis are set to zeroo Curve (ii) 
shows the result of coirecting of temperature sensitive load; in 
the ideal case this curve should be a straight line. Because the 
model does not accour\t for all the variation curve ( ii) exhibits 
some residual flue l:uat ion~ For comparison figure 6.17(a) shows 
the same curves but instead of calculating the internal temperature 





The comparison between figures 6.1?(a) and 6.17(b) highlights 
the influenrie temperature history has on consumers' decisions to 
use heating appliances. 
The present model does not account for changes in lighting 
requirements depending on whether it is daylight or dark~ In 
the next section the model is extended to include this component 
of the load,.. 
6.4.3 A demand-temperature-daylight model 
Some demand from lighting is always present from sunset 
on one day to sunrlse on the next. Whethe~ it is present during 
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daylight depends on the amount of cloud cover, the sun's elevation~ 
e.g0 see Bastings (86) or Davies (14) 9 and in some cases the 
design and construction of buildings (e.g. whather they have 
windows etc). Seasonal variation in the demand from lighting 
in a particular daily interval generally only occurs if it is 
possible for the sun to be either set or risen in that interval 
for some portion of the aeasonal cycle. Consequently seasonal 
changes are restricted to the daily intervals between and includiqg 
the earliest and latest time of sunrise and tho earliest and latest 
time of sunseto 
The contribution of lighting to the demand can be assessed 
manually from the scatter diagrams, e.g. figure 6.15, for the 
relevant daily intervals. The demand-internal temperature plots 
which occurred while interval 40 was in daylight are indicated by 
circles in figure 6.15. The points in figure 6b15 now appear as 
two distinct groups~ both with similar behaviour (i.e. a breakpoint 
at 60°F and ·otherwise similar slopes) but separated by about 10 MW. 
Assuming thiG is due to lighting it corresponds to each of the 70,000 
domestic consumers using about 100 watts of lighting at this time, 
which is a reasonable figure. 
Denote the variable lighting component in interval t on day j 
For those daily intarvals when the sun is always set or 
risen 9 regardless of the time of the year, no seasonal variation 
due to lighting can be obser~ed and Ijt = 0. In the remaining 
intervals I;.J.) 0 if the sun is set 1 I H ::: 0 if it is risen~ The 
J v tJ v • 
demand-temperature-dayl~ght model may now be written. 
A 
Djt aBt + aet 
I e ... ~ 60) + I 't' ejt < 6o°F ... ' J"t. J ' 
(6e27) 
::;: o.Bt + Ijt e jt 1- 6o°F 
for t :::: 1 i " c (' , H 
j - 1' o () r 9 N 
Estimates of the model. parameters '"Bt, a e t must ago.in be obtained· 
from the data; the component Ijt may be estimated from scatter 
diagrams as described above. Alternatively regression analysis 
using dummy (0 9 1) va:ia\:".•les may be used (88 1 89)i :i.t: was 
considered that theTn vms insufficient data in ti:d.r;; case to obtain 
reliable estimates o:: the dummy regression coefficients. 
The seasonally 1arying lighting component must be compensated 
for before a regression analysis to find a
8
t . a is performed., · et 
If :i.t is not compenc:;ated for the parameter a e t tends to be 
:i. ncrea.sed du.e to tl:.tc grca ter :i'ange of demands; this can be seen 
from an examination of figure 6.15o 
Accordingly a lighting demand of 10 MW, obtained manually 
from scatter diagrams, was added to the raw demands in th~ daily 
intervals 13-15 and 33-40 on those days when the sun was risen 
during these intervals. Although the sun rises before interval 
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13 (0630 hours) for part of the year there is little seasonally 
varying lighting demand before this time0 The estimates of the 
parameters aBt, a e t obtained from a regression analysis performed 
on this compensated data are plotted in figure 6.18~ These may be 
compared with those in figure 6.16. As expected the parameter ae t 
ten~s to be smaller in the intervals where compensation for lighting 
was made~ For comparison with the earlier model tbe seasonal 
variation of the interval 40 demand about the annual mean is redrawn 
as curve (i) in figure 6.17(c). Curve (ii) is tha same curve 
corrected for temperature and daylight effects. '£'his curve shows 
that the model of equation 6.27 explains slightly. more of the seasonal 
variation than the previous model (of equation 6.;~5)o 
A set of daily load curves corresponding to the actual internal 
temperatures used in the a.naly.sis above was gene:: a ted from the model 
of equation 6.27. The result is shown in figure 6.19 which may 
be compared with the actual 1.oad curves of figtu ·~ G.ll·. There is 
considerable agreement between the two figures; however the model 
tends to over emphasi~e the temperature sensiti,•ity~ particuiarly 
in the morningo 
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While the demand-climate model described goes a considerable 
way toward explaining the behaviour of the demand from day to day it 
cannot be considered satisfactory. It has not been established 
be ~J.viJ.d , - .1 ... L L'l. __ ! • t. uuv.uv l!Ud.0 _l0 [!IU<.t!;Jl of load behaviour. In 
pat•ticular the influence of other climatic variables, e.g. wind 9 
· cJ•)Udcover, found to be significant by other workers ( 1l}, 24, 30, 
87) has not been investigated in the New Zealand situation. Such 
an investigation would be the basis for further research. Ripplay 
oontrol of the water heating demand was employed in the particular 
load studied; the effect of this has not been determinedg 
It should be pointed out that in figure 6~17 (for daily 
interval 40) the sun was set on days 1-36 and 48-53. Consequently 
it is unlikely that cloud cover variations are a cause of all the 
residual variation observed in figure 6.17. Furthermore there 
was little observable correlation between this residual and actual 
wind velocity at 2000 hourso It is possible that the cooling 
effect of the wind has a lagged effect similar to actual temperature, 
althoush this has not been investigated. Thus the cooling effect 
of the wind on a body (building) could be calculatedt using for 
example the relationship used by Davies (14); i.e~ 
cooling value = (wind velocity)m (Tb -.T) 
Where Tb - tempera~ure of the body 9 i.e. the 11 comfort threshold" 
temperature~ 
T = ambient temperature, and 
m - a constant; Davies suggests 0.5Q 
An "effective temperature" could then be calculated by subtracting 
the cooling value from the ambient air temperature. 'I' his 
11 effective temperature" would then be used in the calculation of 
the internal temperature e . 
The utility of incorporating additional variables into the 
model should be considered. Though historical variations may be 
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explained better it is difficult to forecast variables such as wind 
velocity with useful accuracy. Thus the uncertainty in the demand 
forecasts is unlikely to be reduced. A reduction in uncertainty 
is the object of incorporating additional variables. 
All the models discussed so far have been developed for the 
purpose of forecasting start term load behaviour. Their applica-
tion to forecasting is discussed in the next section. 
6 • 5 F <?~::!:!~.i:hD.fl~~;p P l i 9 _;;::~: 0 n.~ 
6.5.1 Applications fol' models based on time serie.s. 
'l'he three component and Fourier series models are based on 
time series approximations to the aeasonal behaviour of the daily 
load curve. They do not explain day to day behaviour. Conse-
quently neither can b8 used directly for forecasting demand over 
lead times of a few ~ours to a few days. The daily load curves 
generated by either Ll~del are those which would occur given average 
conditions. 'rhese 1r.odels can 9 t.herefore 9 be u~:::ed to generate 
"standard!! load curv•;s for any specified time of the seasono.l cycle 
(ioeo of the year). "Standard" load curves form the basis for several 
short term forecasting met~hods as det>cribed in Chapter '+ ;::J.nd also 
It is also possible to generate sets of load curves for entire 
seasonal cycles using the three-component-model. ~l'he normalized 
load curve is assumed to maintain the same shape on corresponding 
days in consecutive seasonal cycles. This means that appliance 
usage patterns and relative load composition are assumed to remain 
·constant over the desired num:)er of seasonal cyc1es~ A·set of 
normalized daily load curves for each cycle is generated from 
Each curve is scaled by the appropriate daily 
energy usage obtained from equation 6.11o It is only necessary 
to determine the mean and maximum values of 'daily energy usage 
in the seasonal cycles for which sequences of load curves are 
These values ffiay be estimated using standard long 
term energy usage forecanting techniques, e.g. simple extrapola-
tion~ A sequence of load curves similar to that of figure 6.8 
is generated. 
~~he Jtou:cier serieo model may al1::;o be used to geaerate load 
curves for entire seaAonal cycles. However it is necessary to 
estimate the Fourier coefficients in each interval of the day 
for each seasonal cycle ·for which the load curves are to be 
gon<ora tecL This im·::>lves considerably more labour than is the 
case for the three c•:mponent modclo 
A further,and iMportant, application for these models is 
the generation of d.a~a for system pJ.anning studies. These 
include reliability investigations, the optimum use of available 
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6.5.2 Applications for demand-climate models 
A demand-climRte model contains ~ufficient information to 
reproduce the behaviour of the load on any particular day, given a 
The quality of the 
reproduction is determined by the quality of the model. Averar:;e, 
or smoothed, behaviour can be reproduced by using average weather 
statistics in the model. Short term demand forecasts are obtained 
from these models by using forecasts 6f the weather for the desired 
lead times~ 
The major sources of uncertainty in demand forecasts obtained 
from demand-climate models arc; 
(a) errors in estimating the model parameters 1 i.e. 
aBt 9 aS t 1 and 
(b) errors in forecasting the relevant weather variables, 
e.g. internal temperature of buildings. 
The first source is the result of vagaries of human behaviour and of 
modelling inaccuracies 1 e.g. not all the relevant variables are 
includad in the modelo The amount of uncertainty contributed 
by this source can be e~timated during the regression analysis but 
it is difficult to reduce. A more comprehensive model may reduce 
I 
the uncertainty but total elimination requires extensive central-
ized control over all aspects of energy usage, i.e. ripplay control 
applied to all appliances. In general the standard errors of the 
estimates of a e t ' t = 1' ••• ' H 0 btD.ined from the regression 
analysis of section 6.4.3 were about ten percent of the estimate 1 
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In the course of an investigation into the usefulness of 
ambient air temperature forecasts in New Zealand Maunder (76) 
obtained standard deviations of about 2°F for the distribution of 
forecasting errors. These experimental forecasts were made at 
about 1600 hours daily f6rkad times up to 24 hours over a period 
of three weeks in July 1 1970. A standard error of this magnitude 
corresponds to a standard error in the demand forecast of about 
8 MW at the time of t4e daily peak using the results oft for 
example, figure 6o18; this is about 4% of the annual maximum 
demand for this particular supply authority •. In the temperature 
forecasting study quoted it was found that extremes of temperature 
were the moat difficult to predict. However, because the internal 
temperature of buildings is effectively smoothed, such extremes will 
only affect the demand significantly if they are prolonged. 
It is difficult to forecast the weather over lead times 
greater than one o:r twoc1dayso While it is possible t:.J predict 
the type of eventt e.g,. rain or snow~ over longer le;'l.d times.J the 
timing and magnitude are more difficult pl'OposHiorw (67, 70). 
Consequently mean weathe~ conditions for the particular time of 
the year must be substituted for weather forecasts over lead times 
of three or more days. The uncertainty in the resulting forecaotu 
may be determined frcr1 the historical distribution of temperature 
about the long run seasonal means; e.g. figure 6.20 which shows 
the weighted (accord1ng to regional energy usage) temperature for 
the North Island of f'ew Zealand during winter. This distribution 
has 0 a standHrd error ,)f .::tbout 2.7 F9 this correspond:3 to a national 
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maximum deme.nd forecast standard error of about 60 HV/ 9 using the 
one percent load change per degree F. factor quoted by M~ckenzie 
(9). To be 95% confident of being able to meet the demand in such 
circumstances would require spare capacity of at least 120 MW 1 
assuming the demand~ climate rno,.fel con~a:i.ns no errors. 'rhis exceeds, 
by about 20%, the desirable EJ.rnount of spare capacity det·erminec1 in 
Chapter 3; i.e. spare capacity equivalent to the capacity of the 
largest generating unit. Hence, unless temperature forecasting 
uncertainty can be reduced by about half it will be necessary to. 
strive for the greatest possible accuracy i~ demand models. 
All the models described have been based on the daily load 
curve for a particular da)· of the weeko They may be extended to 
all dRys of the week by introducing day-of-week factors, eQg. 
Davies ( 1LJ.). Alternatively the models may be applied to the 
weekly load curve which is simply the load curves for each day of 
the week in sequence. This approach has been used with some 
success by Christiaansa (10) with a forecasting sche~e based on 
general exponential sf:I)Oth:i.ngo 
6.6 Conclusions 
Three models of ~he short term behaviour of the load have 
been.developed. Two of these model the seasonal changes in the 
daily load curve. Dsing these models it is possible to generate 
"standard 11 load curv:·s for any particular time of the seasonal 
cycle, or to generatE: a set of load curves for a complete cycle 
for use in system planning studies. Both of these models represent 
load behaviour in av::rage environmental conditions~ 
'l'he thi:rd model is of the demand~ ternperatu.:ce anCi daylight 
illuminatioH relationship. It has been shown that the demand 
is more closely related to the internal temperature of buildings 
than to the ambient air temrerature. The available evidence 
suggests that the thermal tim~ constant of dwellings in New 
Zealand is about 8 houts. 1l:he demand~internal tempernture 
relationship is shown to be approximately linear with temperature 
0 above and below a 11 comfort tl1:ceshold 1 ~ of about 60 F. Day~ight 
illumination affects the seasonal behaviour of the demand only 
at those times of the day ~etween the earliest and latest times 
of sunrise and sunset. Lighting appears to contribute about 
100 W per domestic consumer at the times of the day studiedo 
The utility of incorporating explanatory variables which are 
difficult to forecast iu questioned. 
It has been shown that .if demand forecasts over lead times 
of about 24 hours are to even approach the desirable accuracy 
determined in Chapter 3 then the model uncertainties must be 
reduced to a minimum ns must temperature forecast uncertaintiese 
The vagaries of human behaviour impose a lower limit on the 
accuracy. This limit cannot be lowered unless extensive,and 
expensive, load cont.;,•ol measures are introduced .. 
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Figure 6. 7 Stotistical summary of mismat:h betvv0en three 
cornporent moclel and rCiw dato. 
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Figure 6.18 Estirnoted coefficients for demand lagged 
tempercrture daylight model 
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CONCLUSIONS AND rmccmr1ENDA'UONS 
,7 o '1 Conclusions 
The principal achievements of this thesis~ and {heir 
significance t are summa:d.zed in this sectiono 
In chapter 2 the load modelling problem is formulated in 
two parts; 
(a) modelling of the process governing the growth of the 
load 0 s potential for energy usage (increases in the 
number of appliances owned by consumers) and 9 
(h) modelling the way this potential is used (the way 
consumers use their appliances)o 
This formulation emphasizes the distinction between the long term 
and short term forecasting problemso The long term forecast is 
mainly concerned with the way the number of appliances which 
consumers own increaseso Short term forecasting is concerned 
with how these appliances are usedo 
A criteriori for determinirig whether a forec~sting method is 
sufficiently accurate f?r its proposed application is derived in 
Sufficient accuracy is defined in terms of the cost 
of providing spo.r(~ capacity to ensure the risk ·:·f not meeting the 
demand, due to uncertainty in the forecast? is 3.ess than some 
value specified by managemento It is argued that competing 
methods for an application should be compared cu the basis of the 
amount of uncertainty in the forecasts (at some given confidence 
limit) and not on the basis of achieved forecas~ing error (i.e. 
forecast value minus actual value); Thus impr,~vements to 
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forecasting accuracy can be coated and compared with the cost of 
implementing. the methoda This criterion has been used to show that 
there is no advantage in reducing the uncertainty of forecasts 
below limits determined by the unreliability of plant~ 
A model of the domestic load growth P!ocess, based on its 
structure~ has been postulated in chapter 5o 
parts; 
The model has two 
(a) an explanation of growth in-domestic consumer numbers 
based on the population birth and death process and 9 
(b) an explanation of growth of an indjvidual consumer's 
potential for energy usage based on the way consumers 
accumulate applianceso 
This model enables the simulation of the domestic load growth 
process, starting from known information, e.g. population atatisticsa 
Forecasts over lead times of ten to fifteen years nan be made without 
needing to forecast the independent variable 1 i.e. population. The 
effect on the load growth of controls on? for exampLe g household 
expenditure can ~lso be studied with this model; such studies are· 
difficult to perfonn with models based on fitting a mathematical 
function to historical data$ 
An elementary model of non-domestic load gr,:.wth is deYeloped 
in chapter 5. This relates growth of energy us~.ge to growth in 
the demand for the goods and services provided by non-domestic 
consumers. The model recognizes that non-domes~ic electric energy 
usage is derived from the demand for goods and services~ and that 
other sources of energy may be substi tui;ecl fa!' i L in production 
processeso At present a lack of data prevents ~he proper 
evaluation of both this.model and the one explaining domestic 
load growth. 
It has boen demonstrated~ in chapter 6, that the seasonal 
changes in daily load cur~e 3hape cun be modelled satisfactorily 
by three daily load curve components. The shape of these 
components may be obtained by artificial means or by prnfessional 
judgement. The contribution of each component to the overall 
shape is assumed to vary sinusoidally with the time of year~ 
This model is particularly suitable for generating sequences of · 
daily load curves for an entire aeasonal cjcle, knowing only the 
average and expected maximum (or minimum) daily energy usage for 
that cycleo 
Also in chapter 6 a comprehensive demand-temperature ~odel 
is applied in the New ZeaJ.and situation (which differs from most 
overseas situations because of the large, 55%, domestic portion 
of the total demand). This model is based on the one developed 
by Davies (14) which incorporated a complex non-linear relationship 
between demand and the internal temperature of consumers premises. 
In this thesis a considerably simpler piece-wise linear relation-
ship has been used. Also the model has been applied to all daily 
intervals rather than only to those in which maximum demands occur~ 
as done 9 for example, by Davies (14) and Hinemann (30). Experi-
ments with this model show 1 conclusively, that consumer demands 
respond to a weighted sum of past temperatures and not simply to 
the present ambient temperature. The praaence 9 or absence, of 
daylight accounts for a small amount of the variation in demand 
not explained by the sum of the weighted temperatureso 
The review of the state of the art has shown that 
extrapolation of mathematical models fitted to historical data 
forms the basis of. existin~ long term forecasting methods. 
Though simple in conccpt 9 and to implement, these mefhods have 
two major disadvantages; 
(a) the assumption that the growth process will continue 
to behave over the lead time of the forecast as it 
has during the relevant period in the past, and 
(b) the large amount of uncertainty in the forecasts 
due to a paucity of data. 
It is also difficult to assess the value of proposed load 
control measures or to assess the implications of changes in 
load composition using these modelso The forecastG obtained 
are, however~ useful approximations to the future provided 
the implications of these inherent disadvantages are understoodo 
Short term (daily based) demand forecasting i.s at present 
based on either demand-weather models or methods involving the 
scaling of standard load curveso Demand-weathe~ models offer 
the possibility of anticipating demand changes from changes in 
the weather. However accurate forecasts of all relevant weather 
vad.able:s aro required and these <:J.re difficult to obtain 9 except 
in some special cases (69)Q '.rhe scaling metho.J.s in effect 
extrapolate historical demand behaviour; there is no inherent 
ability to anticipate changes although a recent model based on 
state estimation (37) considers rate of change l.nformatione 
Scaling methods are simpler to use than demand~neather models 
as they use information which is r~adily availal1le to the system 
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operator. Provided the weather is changing only slowly from 
day to day and within days these methods are capable of giving 
good results., 
Tho methods based on extrapolation of historical data are 
recommended for a first approximation to long term maximum demands 
or energy requirements. Where little quantitative information on 
the structure of the load growth process is available exttapolation 
methods must be used. To obtain more data fo~ estimation of the 
uncertainty in forecasts it is suggested that monthly recorda of 9 
say~ energy usage be corrected for seasonal variation; e.g. (11~ 
26, 90, 91) and models fitted to the resul~ant 11 smoothedi 1 monthly 
series. If the available evidence indicates that the assumptions 
inherent in these methods are valid there is little need for 
complex models unless contror actions are contemplated~ 
In situations wher~ the load composition is changing signi-
ficantly (as in New Zealand with increasing industrialization)~ or 
an examination of load control measures is desired structural 
models of the load growth process are recommended. It is essential 
in all cases that the uncertainty in the forecasts is estimatedo 
This determines how much additional capacity (and capital investment) 
is required to obtain reliable supplies of electric energya 
Scaling methods~ based on the weekly load curve~ are 
recommended for short term demand forecasting applicationso The 
standard load curve may be scaled on the basis of deviations of 
historical demands from the standard~ e.gG (73) 9 or on the basis 
of weather variations about the lo~g run seasonal means (where 
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satisfactory weather forecasts are available)G 
7~292 Further work 
The acquisition of sufficient suitable data to enable the 
evaluation of the structural models proposed in chapter 5 is 
recommended as the next step in the modelling and simulation of 
the load growth process. It is anticipated that appli~nces will 
need to be metered~ for a selected sample of consumers, to determine 
typical appliance usage factors. A survey of domestic consumers' 
preferences for appliances and of their accumulation strategy (on 
the lines discussed in chapter 5) will als~ be necessary to 
confirm that growth in a consumer's load occurs as postulated. 
Furtlter analysis of the contribution of electric energy to 
industrial and commercial output is recoemended and in particular 
the relationships between energy and labour inputs. There is 
considerable scope for extension of the model of non-domestic 
energy usage by incorporating more comprehensive :nodels of the 
population's demand for goods and services, such as those 
developed in economic studies (20~ 92)-
It is also recommended that further investj.gation of the 
role of the weather in determining the way cons·~mers use appliances 
be carried out 1 particularly on the effects of c:loud cover 9 rainfall 
and wind (both direction and velocity). These variables are 
believed to have second order effects, e.g. wiDd increases air flow 
through dwellings th~s reducing the effective thermal time constant 
and making demand more sensitive to temperature change (the magnitude 
of this effect is also dependent on the orientation of buildings 
with respect to wind direction as well as velocity)G Such a study, 
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without the ability to accurately forecast the weather? will be of 
little direct benefit to short term forecasting but will eriable 
(a) improved estimation of the amount of uncertainty 
in short term forecasts, and 
(b) uco.~.:rection 11 of hist-orical :records to standard 
weather conditions to allow examination of the 
true nature of load growth. 
Short term fluctuations in gas deman~ have been found to be more 
sensitive to deviations of weather conditions from the seasonal 
average than to absolute temperature (93). This implies that 
consumers' appliance usage habits change as people become 
acclimatized to different conditionso It is suggested that the 
demand for electric energy be examined along these lines alsoo 
This examination would have the aim of reducing the unexplained 
variation in demando 
In Chapter 3 -the c~!Xpoc:tedl deficiency of capacity is 
defined as 
()() 
J u p(u) clu 
0 
v1here u - deficieney of capacity, ~ 0, 
(A·l) 
p(u) ··- probability that a deficiency, u, vli1l occur, 
a.rnd 
CIJ 
j p(u) :::: 1 
0 
Using the notation of Chapter 3 and assuming nor-mally 
distributed uncertainty· in the demrrmd forecast, equation 3,1 0 
may be written as 
RISK 2 
••• (A2) 
A capac:tty deficiency occurs 1·rhe:n L, the lon.d on the poi'Ter' 
system, exo:eedf:1 the $JVai1able generating capacity, G·j ; 
givi:n.g 
u ::;:: L ~ G. 
J 
for L > (} j 
~-- 0 for L~ G. 
J 
(A3) 
Tho probabili·by of a deficiency occurring is then 




for all j == 1 , ,. "~n 1 and I1 > G j 




~~ho expeotect deficd.ency is obtained by combining A4 and A 1 'J 
giYing 
E { u} 
(A5) 
No·w consider the integral 








and equation A7 becomes 1 on solution of the integrals 
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erft ;Sf j ) 
• H 9 (A8) 
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APPENDIX B 
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'fhen the mean square error, E, averag'ed over the N samples. and frl 
·_i_nterve.Ls iG 
'1 
E ·- N.H 
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o.nd when 







1::::'1, •••. 1 K 
(B3) 
1::::'1, •• , K 
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'.r here f o:ce 1 j_ ~ r [ ),~ r. I ·? L D JJ. a.l -- a. 'l A.- ajk A.k ¢kt {_" ,) '·· .] . J -- " 1 
j t j t k 
for 1 ~' 1~ ••• ,K (BLr) 
Assume thR vectors ¢k = {¢k1,.¢k 2 ··~ ¢kM)T are orthonormalo 
Hence 
H 
t ¢kt . 9\...:s - 1 for. t -- 8 (B5) 
s ,t='l 
- 0 for t :f.s 
and assume the coefficients a .1 to be uncorrelated over the . J"-
samples, i~eo 
N 
I: a,k ajl ·- N J for k -- 1 (B6) 
j=1 
0 for k f. 1 :::: 
Equation B3 then becomef.i 
., 
.-I t [ 
2' 
tj D., ¢11; ::: ,\1 a '1 J'G J --
j t j 
'rhere fore 
1 t' ( B7) a'] = ---~~ Djt ¢1t for j = 1' N J-- '1 ~ <) ·fl 1 -;:,- t 
1\ 1 ·- 1 ~ -9 it .... ' K 
and equation Bl+ becon:9s 
[ [ 
:1-
L Djt a.l /1.1 -- N •. )·\ 1. ¢1t J. 
j t t 
Therefore 
.l 
1 [; t...2 ~6 -· N Djt a.1 for t ·- 1 ') !) e " ') M 1 lt ,j :J 
1 ... '17 .., I)(:;') K (B8) 
Eliminating a .. 1 from J .. 
J. 
'l A.2 0 ::.::: N 1 . lt. 
Th1; ref ore 
t A Y-\t --l s 
After writing Rts = 
equation B9 becomeG 
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the eigenvalues and vectors respectively of the covariance matrix 
R. • ts 
Combining equations B2 and B11 gives 
., 
[
I ( 2 
( D '+ - 2D. t Jv J j 
+ ( [ 8. 'lr 1\k~- ~6 ) 2 
k J'- l<:t 
1l[ Rtl· - 2 I: r. ·¢kt t '1 t D '{ D. t )\k J ·- N ¢ + ~1 L t ... k t s ;J J ; JG kt1 k 
a[ [ Rtt = 2 [I 1\ k \ . 2 ·. [ Ak J -· L, ¢kt ·t t ' k '- t k 




Equation B12 gives the mean square error of the expansion over the 
samples and time which i~ introduced by truncating the series at the 
Kth term. 
APPENDIX C 
RESULTS OF EXPERIMENTAL FORECASTS MADE 
USING FARMER 1 S METHOD 
Any member of an ensemble of N sample load curves may be 
repre~ented by equation B1 (see Appendix B) to an accuracy 
. given by equation B12. .The forecasting problem is now Lo 
predict further load curves 1 which are assumed to be generated 
by the same process as the sample functions. 'rhis requi1·es 
that the ajt (equation B7) be determined for j > N. '.rhe 
app:coach used in the experiments was to find these so tha. t 
equation B2 was satisfied in a least squares sense over the L 
most recent demand intervals (72, 75). As the daily load curves 
are contiguous the past history 1 . can span from onn day to the 
next. Thus if present time is denoted by 
,, 
to minimize, by choice of a '1 1 JC 
H 
0 
[ [ ~ .L Q "'" D.t t:::fil ··L J k.::'l 0 
for j > N 
The demand can then be pred:icted 
K 
1\ [ ..... 1 D .. -· a'\ /\kyfkt Jl; J.C 
k::::1 
.1 
" /..2 ¢kt ajk k 
f:com 
t:::l'1 + •1 ' 0 
M 
0 
the pro blerrl is 
J 
(C1) 
Q I') " ' 
M +r / ~-' 
0 \CcJ 
where the lead t:i.me 9 r 1 may be as long as desir,~d, although 
practically it should not exceed 24 hours~ 
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'J.'he ex_per·im•3nta1 fot'eca::;tn used half honrly intee;rated demands 
for the Christchurch N.E.D. and Riccarton Borough Council distribution 
systemsQ Half-hourly forecasts were made for 10 days from 25.5.67. 
Th~ aigau~0ctors and valuPs were calculated from the· 10 1 20 or 30 days 
preceding this date. Weekends and holida,ys were exc lude·l as t11ese 
·days have different load patterns from ordinary weekdayf:~ .. 
The effect on tho prediction error 9 given by 
1\ 
100 X (Djt - Djt) I Djt e = p · ( C3) 
of varying N, K and L was investigated for ~he two distribution 
systems for lead times of 1 9 5 and 10 hours. The distribution 
of e for K ~· 1 and 2i N - '10 and L - '10 and 20 is shown in p 
figures C1 and C2 while a summary of the mean e a':ld standard 
p 
deviation cr(e ) of this distribution for all valu2s of K. L and N p • 
studied is given in tables C1 and C2c 
Each of the N sample load curves can be consiiered as a 
vector D. in M~dimensional space. 
rvJ 
The quantity is the 
RMS length of the projections of the D. onto~. 
rvJ ..v.l{ 
'fhe eigen .. 
vector associated with the largest eigenvalue represents the 
most significant feature of the process; the Y.'eu:aining e igen~ 
vectors represent progressively less significant features. The 
maximum number of non-zero eigenvalues of R (th0 covariance matrix) 
is N, for N < M7 or M if N ) M. 
If the shape (but not necessarily the magn:.tude) of the daily 
load curve is unchanged over the sample set then all the D. 1 tVJ 
j=1 1 ••• , N1 have the same direction. In this case only the first 






The labour involved in solving for the eigenvectors is not 
jur.:-c ified as 
1 N 
"l'j 
"1 [ 1\~ ¢1t = ~i Djt t - 1 , 0 0 0 :i !'1 1 j=1 (C5) 
The shape of the load curve is nbt constant from day to day 
Jue to random weather fluctuations and seasonal changes in the 
environment (e.g. changes in the duration of daylight). The 
£j , j = 1 1 •• , N thus have differing directions. The domin1:1.nt 
term in the expansion can still be obtained using equation C5 while 
the remaining terms represent deviations from this mean~ The 
relative contribution of each term is determined by the ratio 
k ) 1· 
This is shown in table C3 for the values of N~ 
1\ 
~~.he assumption involved in finding the ajk , j) N via 
equation C1 means that, strictly, the method can only be used 
on future days when the environment is similar to that on the 
sample days. This i~ unlikely and tables C1 and C2 indicate 
that the reduction in c:;r( e p) obtained by inc:reasing K is marginaL 
General.ly the ~k 1 for k > 1 are specific to the conditions 
which produced the sample load curves and do not add to the knowledge 
of the future<> 
Increasing ~L hus the effect of "smoothing" random fluctuations 
in the demand record. This is advantageous when these may be 
large but of zero moan. In a situation where the environment 
is changi.ng rapidly a small value of L may be used to increase 
the rate of response to change. 
For lead t:i.mcn of 5 OI' 10 hours C.T( e ) increaf3es with K for 
p 
constant 1 and N. The :cate of increase is reduced if N is also 
'increased. Table Clf illustr;;l tes this for selected values of 
N and r.,· 
There is no significant gain in forecasting accuracy from 
using K )1 and a considerable amount of computation may be 
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avoided by calculating The method 
of spectral expansion is then equivalent to the scaling technique 
used by Farmer (73) to ov~rcome problems with data transmission 
. 
errors. This technique scales a standard load curve with the 
ratio of the Q~tual demQnd on the day of prediction to the 
corresponding value of the itandard curve. This is equivalent 
to obtaining 
,... 








Forecasts are then obtained for I~ ") M from; 
0 
A A ~ 
D.t - aj'l (\1 ¢1t t > M ~ j "' 
N (C7) 
J' 0 
----"-'"-'~---""'"'- -?---..... ~ ... --,.,.,-.--.....-...._--..=-•• ~ 
Sample Historical 
Curves Data Number of modes K 
N IJ 1 2 8 
·- 0.,2 0,8 1.8 
10 
6,·2 6.6 10.2 
--~---·---+--
- 0.,2 0.1 
10 20 
(; ~ lj. 6. '1 
~--~---- ~-...... =----~-- . 
~ o. '1 0.3 0.9 
30 
6.5 6,, 1 G.o .6 
-------~~.-------- ~~-~ 
~ 0.2 0 .2 0& 1 
10 
6.9 5 .9 11 > 6 
~- -
o.o 0 .8 0,.5 
20 
6.7 8 .o 5.7 
~~--~~-~ ~~ 
1. 0 - 0 .3 Ou3 
30 




0 Q ~~ 0.7 o.4 
30 20 
7.1 7.3 7.6 
~.......... __ ----· _:_·-=.:~~ r~;-r;-~:_-_-~-...... ~ -~---~-~~-:~:~--~~L-
TABLE C1. Mean and ~tandard devia~ion of percentage forecasting error 
~Lt"So forecasts. Lead t irnc '1 hour~ Chrintclnn~ch !VL E. D. demand data. 
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Table C2 Mean and standard deviation of perce~tage forecasting 












1 Q 5 X 
2e63 X 
'1 ~.53 X 
0.,82 X 
2u 8L~ X 
1,96 X 










3.01 X 10-3 
1 ~ '12 X '10~3 







_5,.76 X 10-5 
5 .. 5L~ X 10 -5 
'1.,83 X 10-5 
for Christchurch M.E.D. data 
. 2. 61 X 10-3 
0 .. 95 X 10 
.. 3 
Oo91 X 10~ 3 
3.78 X 10-4 





6 .. 0 X '10=!) 
2.46 X 10 ... 5 
1.88 X 10=5 
6., 85 X ·~r) ~G 
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(a) Lead time is 5 hours. 
~~~~ 
7.6 6 .. 9 
'? 0 'l 
N = 30 
(b) Lead time is 10 hours 
Table CL~o Variation o:f CT(e ) with 
~~-- p 
lead time., 
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DEMAND ~ TEMPERATUH~ SCATTER DIAGRAMS FOR AN 
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URBAN LOAD 
Thi~ ~ppendix containo plots of the half hourly integrated demand, 
for the second half hour of each hourly peri?d, against the ambien~ 
air temperature measured on the hour, over a 24 hour period. The 
load was the Christchurch M.E.D. The demands were those on 53 
successive Tuesdays starting from 28 Ma~ch 1967~ 
The demand - temperature pairs which occurred on 9 day 28° (3.10o67) 
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